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transmitted the draft Safety Evaluation 
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to Improved Technical Specifications. 
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comments on the draft SE.  
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a markup of the draft SE 
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ENCLOSURE 

OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION 

COMMENTS ON THE ITS DRAFT SAFETY EVALUATION



Mr. W. R. McCollum 
Vice President, Oconee Site 
Duke Energy Corporation 
P. 0. Box 1439 
Seneca, SC 29679 

SUBJECT: DRAFT SAFETY EVALUATION OF PROPOSED IMPROVED TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATIONS - OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS I, 2, AND 3 
(TAC NOS. M99912, M99913, AND M99914) 

Dear Mr. McCollum: 

By letter dated October 28, 1997, Duke Energy Corporation submitted proposed amendments 
to revise the Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, and 3 Technical Specifications to be 
consistent with the Improved Standard Technical Specifications (ITS) conveyed by 
NUREG-1430. Additional information and s lements were submitted by letters dated on 
March 26 Ma 20, July 29,;, ctober 1. -1998 Octo er 2, toer 8 and ) 

ovember 23, 19 

The enclosed draft safety evaluation (SE) is for your review to verify its accuracy and to prepare 
the certified ITS for Oconee. In accordance with discussions with Mr. Noel Clarkson of your 
staff, you are requested to provide your comments on the draft SE, in writing, within 30 days.  
After the staff has reviewed your comments, it will incorporate changes, as appropriate, in the 
final SE which will be issued with the Oconee ITS amendments. The conclusions of the NRC 
staff in the enclosed draft SE are not valid until the final SE is issued.  

Sincerely, 

David E. LaBarge, Senior Project Manager 
Project Directorate 11-2 
Division of Reactor Projects - I/Il 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270, and 50-287 

Enclosure: Draft Safety Evaluation 

cc w/encl: See next page
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OFFICIAL RECORD COPY 
SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

RELATED TO AMENDMENT NO. 300 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-38 

AMENDMENT NO. 3001TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-47 

AND AMENDMENT NO. 300 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-55 

DUKE ENERGY CORPORATION 

OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1. 2. AND 3 

DOCKET NOS. 50-269, 50-270, AND 50-287 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, and 3 (Oconee) have been operating in accordance with 
Technical Specifications (TS) issued with the original operating licenses on February 6 1973, 
October 6, 1973, and July 19, 1974, respectively as mo i ied by approved amendments. y 
letter dated October 28, 1997 as supp emen ed by letters dated March 26, May 20, July 29, 

October 1, , ... October 21, October 28, and November 23, 1998, Duk 
Energy Corporation (DEC/the licensee) propose o amen ppen ix o ac ity Operating 
License Nos. DPR-38, DPR-47, and DPR-55, to completely revise the Oconee Units 1, 2, and 3 
TS. The proposed amendment was based upon: (1) NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications Babcock and Wilcox Plants," Revision 1, dated April 1995; (2) guidance in the 
"NRC Final Policy Statement on Technical Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power 
Reactors" (Final Policy Statement), published on July 22, 1993 (58 FR 39132); and (3) the 
Criteria for TS Limiting Conditions for Operation of the Section 36 of Part 50 to Title 10 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR 50.36) as amended July 19,1995 (60 FR 36953). The 
overall objective of the proposed amendment, consistent with the cited regulatory guidance and 
requirements, was to rewrite, reformat, and streamline completely the existing TS for Oconee.  

Hereinafter, the proposed TS are referred to as the improved TS (ITS), the existing Oconee TS 
are referred to as the current TS (CTS), and the TS in NUREG-1430 are referred to as the 
standard TS (STS). The corresponding TS Bases are ITS Bases, CTS Bases, and STS Bases, 
respectively.  

In addition to basing the ITS on STS and the requirements of 10 CFR 50.36, the licensee 
0i""' portions of the CTS as a basis for the ITS. Plant-specific issues, including design 

features, requirements, and operating practices, were discussed with the licensee during a 
series of conference calls and meetings thaicrre e luring the review process.  
Based on these discussions, the licensee revised its roposed changes in the supplemental 
submittals noted above. In addition, the license proposed matters of a generic nature that
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were not in STS. The NRC staff requested that the licensee submit such generic issues as a 
proposed change to the STS through the Nuclear Energy Institute's Technical Specifications 
Task Force (TSTF). These generic isues were considered for specific applications in the 
Oconee ITS. Consistent with10OCFR 50.36 ~the licehsee proposed 
transferring some CTS requirements to-ricensee-coiit~1 d documents. In addition, human 
factors principles were emphasized to add clarity to the CTS requirements being retained in the 
ITS and to define more clearly the appropriate scope-of the ITSrFkesgifen hne 

The Staffs evaluation of the application, including supplements to the licensee's ITS proposal, 
submitted by letters that resulted from NRC requests for information and discussions with the 
licensee during the NRC staff review, is presented in this Safety Evaluation (SE). These 
plant-specific changes serve to clarify the ITS with respect to the regulatory requirements of 
10 CFR 50.36 and the guidance in the STS.  

During its review, the NRC staff relied on O CFR 50.36 and the STS 
as guidance for acceptance of CTS changes. his bprovi es a suummary asis for the NRC 
staff conclusion that the licensee can develop ITS for Oconee based on STS, as modified by 

Iant-specific changes, and that the use of the ITS is acceptable for continued operation. Part 
lit3.Qf this SE explains the further NRC staff conclusion that the conversion of the Oconee 
CT to those based on STS, as modified by plant-specific changes, is consistent with the 

conee current licensing basis and the requirements of 10 CFR 50.36. The NRC staff also 
acknowledges that, as indicated in the Final Policy Statement, the conversion to STS is a 
voluntary process. Therefore, it is acceptable that the ITS differs from STS to reflect the current 
licensing basis. The NRC staff hereby approves the licensee's changes to the CTS with 
modifications documented in the revised submittals.  

For the reasons stated infra in this SE, the NRC staff finds that the TS issued with these license 
amendments comply with Section 182a of the Atomic Energy Act, 10 CFR 50.36, and that they 
are in accord with the common defense and security and provide adequate protection of the 
health and safety of the public.  

2.0 BACKGROUND 

Section 182a of the Atomic Energy Act requires that applicants for nuclear power plant 
operating licenses will state: 

[S]uch technical specifications, including information of the amount, kind, and 
source of special nuclear material required, the place of the use, the specific 
characteristics of the facility, and such other information as the Commission 
may, by rule or regulation, deem necessary in order to enable it to find that the 
utilization ... of special nuclear material will be in accord with the common 
defense and security and will provide adequate protection to the health and 
safety of the public. Such technical specifications shall be a part of any license 
issued.
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In 10 CFR 50.36, the Commission established its regulatory requirements related to the content 
of TS. In doing so, the Commission placed emphasis on those matters related to the 
prevention of accidents and the mitigation of accident consequences; the Commission noted 
that applicants were expected to incorporate into their TS "those items that are directly related 
to maintaining the integrity of the physical bar ' rs designed to contain ra io i ' 

. . If 

FR~~~~~~ urs 0(eeme : 16)/iFu-a-no 0-FR 50.36, TS are required to inclu de 
items in e following five specific categories directly related to plant operation: (1) safety limits, 
limiting safety system settings and limiting control settings; (2) limiting conditions for operation 
(LCOs); (3) surveillance requirements (SRs); (4) design features; and (5) administrative 
controls. However, the rule does not specify the particular requirements to be included in a 
plant's TS.  

For several years, NRC and industry representatives have sought to develop guidelines for 
improving the content and quality of nuclear power plant TS. On February 6, 1987, the 
Commission issued an interim policy statement on TS improvements, "Interim Policy Statement 
on Technical Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors" (52 FR 3788). During 
the period from 1989 to 1992, the utility Owners Groups and the NRC staff developed improved 
standard technical specifications that would establish models of the Commission's policy for 
each primary reactor type. In addition, the NRC staff, licensees, and Owners Groups 
developed generic administrative and editorial guidelines in the form of a "Writers Guide" for 
preparing technical specifications, which gives greater consideration to human factors principles 
and was used throughout the development of licensee-specific ITS.  

In September 1992, the Commission issued NUREG-1430, which was developed using the 
guidance and criteria contained in the Commission's interim policy statement. STS were 
established as a model for developing improved TS for Babcock and Wilcox plants in general.  
STS reflect the results of a detailed review of the application of the interim policy statement 
criteria to generic system functions, which were published in a "Split Report" issued to the 
Nuclear Steam System Supplier (NSSS) Owners Groups in May 1988. STS also reflect the 
results of extensive discussions concerning various drafts of STS, so that the application of the 
TS criteria and the Writer's Guide would consistently reflect detailed system configurations and 
operating characteristics for all NSSS designs. As such, the generic Bases presented in 
NUREG-1430 provide an abundance of information regarding the extent to which the STS 
present requirements that are necessary to protect public health and safety.  

On July 22, 1993, the Commission issued its Final Policy Statement, expressing the view that 
satisfying the guidance in the policy statement also satisfies Section 182a of the Act and 
10 CFR 50.36 (58 FR 39132). The Final Policy Statement described the safety benefits of the 
improved STS, and encouraged licensees to use the improved STS as the basis for plant
specific TS amendments, and for complete conversions to improved STS. Further, the Final 
Policy Statement gave guidance for evaluating the required scope of the TS and defined the 
guidance criteria to be used in determining which of the LCOs and associated surveillances 
should remain in the TS. The Commission noted that, in allowing certain items to be relocated Oto licensee-controlled documents while requiring that other items be retained in the TS, it was 
adopting the qualitative standard enunciated by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board



-40 in Portland General Electric Co. (Trojan Nuclear Plant), ALAB-531, 9 NRC 263, 273 (1979).  
There, the Appeal Board observed: 

[Tihere is neither a statutory nor a regulatory requirement that every operational detail 
set forth in an applicant's safety analysis report (or equivalent) be subject to a technical 
specification, to be included in the license as an absolute condition of operation which is 
legally binding upon the licensee unless and until changed with specific Commission 
approval. Rather, as best we can discern it, the contemplation of both the Act and the 
regulations is that technical specifications are to be reserved for those matters as to 
which the imposition of rigid conditions or limitations upon reactor operation is deemed 
necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal situation or event giving rise to an 
immediate threat to the public health and safety.  

By this approach, existing LCO requirements that fall within or satisfy any of the criteria in the 
Final Policy Statement should be retained in the TS; those LCO requirements that do not fall 
within or satisfy these criteria may be relocated to licensee-controlled documents. The 
Commission codified the four criteria in 10 CFR 50.36 (60 FR 36593, July 19, 1995). Th< 
criteria are as follows: 

Criterion 1 

Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in the control 
room, a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure 
boundary.  

Criterion 2 

A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an initial 
condition of a design basis accident or transient analysis that either assumes 
the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product 
barrier.  

Criterion 3 

A structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success path 
and which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or 
transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the 
integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 4 

A structure, system, or component which operating experience or 
probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to public health 
and safety.
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The NRC staffs ITS review evaluates changes to CTS that fall into five categories defined by 
the licensee and includes an evaluation of whether existing regulatory requirements are 
adequate for controlling future changes to requirements removed from the CTS and placed in 
licensee-controlled documents. This evaluation also discusses the NRC staff's plans for 
monitoring the licensee's implementation of these controls at Oconee.  

In addition to the initial submittal of October 28, 1997, as supplemented, the NRC staff review 
identified the need for clarifications and additions to the submittal in order to establish an 
appropriate regulatory basis for translation of current TS requirements into ITS. Each change 
proposed in the amendment request is identified as either a discussion of change (DOC) to 
CTS or a justification for deviation from STS. The NRC staff comment' were deementee.i 

P-Pil ~ ~ ~ ~ ora ed A-; w110 ayea W~nto O tot e icensee f n 

11ee provided written responses to theITOs sa req~uests in letters dated March 26, 1998 
(Sup lement 1 to the original ITS submittal); May 20, 1998 (RAI response); July 29, 1998 . -up lement 2 to theonginT ITS su bmitta Uctober 1 (su ppebmint to the ori gina II 
ubrniital) a"nd October 21 RAl response), October 28 (upent4 tothe 

original ITS submittal), and November 23, 1998 (supplement 5 to the original ITS submittal). In 
addition, by letter dated April 8, 1998 (and revision dated May 25, 1998) the licensee submitted 

Amendment 23 to the Duke Energy Ger'poratien 1eenee-Quality Assurance Program that 

detail to allow the staff to reach a conclusion regarding the adequacy of the licensee's proposed 
changes.  

The license amendment application was organized such that changes were included in each of 
the following CTS change categories, as appropriate: administrative changes, technical 
changes - less restrictive (specific), technical changes - less restrictive (generic), technical 
changes - more restrictive, and relocated specifications.  

(1) Administrative Changes, (See Table A, listing the non-technical changes in 
the presentation of existing requirements); 

(2) Technical Changes - More Restrictive, (See table M, listing new or additional 
requirements in the ITS); 

(3) Technical Changes - Less Restrictive (specific), (See Table L, listing 
changes, deletions and relaxations of CTS requirements); 

(4) Technical Changes - Less Restrictive (generic), (See Table LA, listing 
deletion of existing TS requirements by movement of information and 
requirements from existing specifications (that are otherwise being retained) 
to licensee-controlled documents, including TS Bases); and 

(5) Relocated Specifications, (See Table R, listing relaxations in which whole 
specifications (the LCO and associated action and SR) are removed from the
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existing TS (an NRC-controlled document) and placed in licensee-controlled 
documents).  

These general categories of changes to the licensee's current TS requirements and STS 
differences may be better understood as follows: 

A. Administrative Changes 

Administrative (non-technical) changes are intended to incorporate human factors principles 
into the form and structure of the ITS so that plant operations personnel can use them more 
easily. These changes are editorial in nature or involve the reorganization or reformatting of 
CTS requirements without affecting technical content or operational restrictions. Every section 
of the ITS reflects this type of change. In order to ensure consistency, the NRC staff and the 
licensee have used STS as guidance to reformat and make other administrative changes.  
Among the changes proposed by the licensee and found acceptable by the NRC staff are: 

(1) providing the appropriate numbers, etc., for STS bracketed information (information that 
must be supplied on a plant-specific basis and that may change from plant to plant); 

(2) identifying plant-specific wording for system names, etc.; 

(3) changing the wording of specification titles in STS to conform to existing plant practices; 

(4) splitting up requirements currently grouped under a single current specification to more 
appropriate locations in two or more specifications of ITS; 

(5) combining related requirements currently presented in separate specifications of the 
CTS into a single specification of ITS; 

(6) presentation changes that involve rewording or reformatting for clarity (including moving 
an existing requirement to another location within the TS) but which do not involve a 
change in requirements; 

(7) wording changes and additions that are consistent with current interpretation and 
practice, and that more clearly or explicitly state existing requirements; and, 

(8) deletion of redundant TS requirements that exist elsewhere in TS or the Commission's 
regulations.  

Table A lists the administrative changes proposed in ITS. Table A is organized by the 
corresponding ITS section discussion of change, and provides a summary description of the 
administrative change that was made, and CTS and ITS LCO references. The licensee's 
markup of the CTS requirements characterized the removal of the CTS Bases (that are located S in the CTS after the applicable Specifications) and the adoption of the ITS Bases as 
administrative changes, and identified them with discussion of change (DOC) numbers listed in 
Table A. a



W I* P' RQ** 4A MR P-ifl~i~i -The NRC staff reviewed all of the 
administrative and editorial changes proposed or incorporation in the ITS by the licensee and 
found them acceptable, because they are compatible with the Writers Guide and STS, do not 
result in any substantive change in operating requirements and are consistent with the 
Commission's regulations.  

B. Technical Changes - More Restrictive 

The licensee, in electing to implement the specifications of STS proposed a number of 
requirements more restrictive than those in the CTS. ITS requirements in this category include 
requirements that are either new, more conservative than corresponding requirements in the 
CTS, or that have additional restrictions that are not in the CTS but are in STS. Examples of 
more restrictive requirements are placing an LCO on plant equipment which is not required by 
the CTS to be operable, more restrictive requirements to restore inoperable equipment, and 
more restrictive SRs. Table M lists all the more restrictive changes proposed in ITS. Table M is 
organized by the corresponding ITS section discussion of change and provides a summary 
description of the more restrictive change that was adopted, and ITS and CTS Section 
references. The staff has reviewed these changes. These changes are additional restrictions 
on plant operation that enhance safety and are acceptable.  

C. Technical Changes - Less Restrictive (Specific) 

Less restrictive requirements include changes, deletions and relaxations to portions of CTS 
requirements that are not being retained in ITS. When requirements have been shown to have 
little or no safety benefit, their removal from the TS may be appropriate. In most cases, 
relaxations previously granted to individual plants on a plant-specific basis were the result of (1) 
generic NRC actions, (2) new staff positions that have evolved from technological 
advancements and operating experience, or (3) resolution of the Owners Groups comments on 
STS. The NRC staff reviewed generic relaxations contained in the STS and found them 
acceptable because they are consistent with current licensing practices and the Commission's 
regulations. The Oconee design was also reviewed to determine if the specific design basis 
and licensing basis are consistent with the technical basis for the model requirements in STS, 
and thus provide a basis for ITS. A significant number of changes to the CTS involved 
changes, deletions and relaxations to portions of current TS requirements evaluated as 
Categories I through VIII that follow: 

Category I - Relaxation of Applicability 

Category II - Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency 

Category III - Relaxation of LCO Requirement 

ategory IV - ActioAm Added 

* Category V - Deletion of Requirement for 30 day Special Report to NRCf
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Category VI - Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria 

Category VII - Relaxation of Completion Time 

The following discussions address why various technical specifications within each of the eight 
categories of information or specific requirements are not required to be included in ITS.  

Relaxation of Applicability (Category 1) 

Reactor operating conditions are used in CTS to define when the LCO features are required 
to be operable. CTS applicabilities can be specific defined terms of reactor conditions: hot 
shutdown, cold shutdown, reactor critical or reactor power operating condition. Applicabilities 
can also be more general. Depending on the circumstances, CTS may require that an LCO 
be met " at all system conditions except refueling" or "during power operation." For 
shutdown conditions, CTS may require that an LCO be met "during vessel head removal" or 
"while loading and unloading fuel." Generalized applicability conditions are not contained in 
STS, therefore ITS eliminate CTS requirements such as those noted, replacing them with 
ITS defined modes or applicable conditions that are consistent with the application of the . plant safety analysis assumptions for operability of the required features.  

In another application of this type of change, CTS requirements may be eliminated during 
conditions for which the safety function of the specified safety system is met because the 
feature is performing its intended safety function. Deleting applicability requirements that are 
ambiguous or which are inconsistent with application of accident analyses assumptions is 
acceptable because when LCOs cannot be met, the T-?mb b f satisfied by exiting the 
applicability thus taking the plant out of the conditions that require the safety system to be 
operable. These changes are consistent with STS and changes specified as Category I are 
acceptable.  

Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency (Category II) 

CTS and ITS surveillance frequencies specify time interval requirements for performingI 

surveillance requirement testing ncreason interval be een 'surveillance tests ino 

et re Mi nM eased equipment unavailability' 1Q Fse 

equip e-vailability n general, thie ST1S contain test frequencies that are consistent with 

in ustry practice or industry standards for achieving acceptable levels of equipment 
availability. Adopting testing practices specified in the STS is acceptable based on similar 
desi n like-component testing for the system application an ther TS 

rovisions reiemnTs which provide regular checks to ensure requirement limits are met.  

Reduced testing can result in a safety enhancement because the unavailability due to testing 
is reduced; in turn, availability of the affected structure, system or component should remain 
constant or increase. Reduced testing is acceptable where operating experience, industry 
practice or the industry standards such as manufacturers' recommendations have shown
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that these comnonents usually pass the surveillance when performed at the specified 
inv.hus he frequency is acceptable from an availability standpoint. Additionally, 
surveiance requency extension can be based on staff-approved topical reports. The NRC 
staff has accepted topical report changes where topical report analyses bound the plant
specific design and component reliability assumptions. These changes are consistent with 
STS and changes specified as Category II are acceptable.  

Relaxation of LCO Requirement (Category III) 

CTS provides descriptions of acceptable devices that may be used to satisfy LCO 
real lirgments Thp ITS reflect thL- STS apnrnarh to pnvide1C aiirmnle~ 

peeil~~~~~~~ meh .ateie'ftta!et safety analysis assumpt ions tor 
required features Ie requirements reDlace the descri ptions of specific 
devices previously found to be acceptable to the NRC staff for meeting the LCO. The ITS 
changes provide the same degree of protection required by the safety analysis and provide 
flexibility for meetin e uirements without adversely affecting operations since 
equivalent features are required to be operable. These changes are consistent with STS 
and changes specified as Category III are accepta e. c 
Action dded (Category IV) .Upon discovery of a failure to eet an LCO, STS specify times for completing required 
actions of the associa conditions. Required actions of the associated conditions are 
used to establish measures that must be taken within specified completion times 

SActions These times define limits during whch operation in a 
degraded condition is permitted. In the absence olt'Eions ullowable ou ue to 
the failure of CTS to address the specific condition that an LCO is not met, the only other 
alternative may be a unit shutdown. A shutdown under these conditions would be overly 
restrictive and not warranted based on the fact that other systems or components would be 
available to perform a safety function.  

Ado tin ctions eempletice-times rom the STS is acceptable because th 
ake into account the operability status of the redundant systems of TS 

required features, the capacity and capability of remaining features, a reasonable time for 
repairs or replacement of required features, and the low probability of a design basis 
accident (DBA) occurring during th ime eriod. These changes are consistent with 
STS and therefore, changes specified as egory IV are acceptable.  

/eletioh of Requirement for 30 day Special Report to NRC (Cateqory V) 01 

CTS include requirements to submit Special Reports when specifie requirement are 

not L met. Typically, the time period for the report to be issued i wihn0 days. However, 
the STS elirminates the TS administrative control 'requirements for Special "Reports a7d 
instead relies on the reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.73. ITS changes to reporting 

~requirements are acceptable because 10'CFR 50.73 provides adequate reporting 
requirements, and the special reports do not affect continued plant operation. Therefore, this 
change has no adverse impact of the safe operation of the plant. Additionally', deletioh of TS



reportingf requirements reduces the administrative burden on the plant and allows efforts to 
be concentrated on restoring TS e u bremen s These are changes consistent 

wiathrS and c ane cf ire Cat or are actiable cntutd omnm 

Relaxation of reoin Acceptance p ridigtri tory i) 

IuM actifns tadd mgn teevn sfie or (D vr fe ngpet snt alt uch as ntoc sttuefreh 

preir s t cest tin ete and vaer ifedt oere henit in ap iae poion th 
ItS povsi the fit tveafo ty bimac tua oTr S tstm cnditionslly dopeti ng toS 
aoac nditins oid n s iths actr inepabe bec ste peie fIatriesn noclneanptlie 

istinguis eting n an "ctua"sin o r is a "test"rig . f a t gor plant ain c udesocange 
Bndto s CT Thui eme ns are Omelednte ITwith sepisrae andrdistint totinin 

thl(erma worih n erl fashion whith coproiing safe o operatio n o tpeblanetu.hs 

Oue R elaxation d o af inct etyO euie iqpment cceptace Critria (C tey l VI)ISfF h 

CT requirem aety i ses o bine t e a fed op erabil e wenti in a lice eiedith 
Imprnens f the feibte seifiperadinl the sy Ador tes odition. ptefer in the TS 

sallweSufor actual" conion is acceptable because TS eqig re features cannot 

requiredit r ee tetie are epleain g aite with sepatn candhascttestings 

rhequir ee wich wn cobd nlde~ operailit vih eric ation of all TS an required 

specified as Category VI are are acceptable.  

Relaxation of Completion Time (Category VII) 

Upon discovery of a failure t meet an LCO, STS specify times for completing required 
actions of the associated TS onditions. Required actions of the associated conditions are 
used to establis measures that must be taken within specified completion times..  
These times define limits during which operation in a degraded condition is permitted.  

Adopting completion times from the STS is acceptable because completion times take into 
account the operability status of the redundant systems of TS required features, the capacity 
and capability of remaining features, a reasonabl te m for repairs or replacement of required 
features, and the low probability of a design basis accident (DBA) occurring duringe
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p eriod. These changes are consistent with the STS, and completion time extensions 
specified as Category VII are acceptable.  

Table L lists all the less restrictive changes proposed in the ITS. Table L is organized by the 
corresponding ITS specification discussion of change, e.g., 1.0 L.1 (ITS Section 1.0, DOC L.1); 
and provides a summary description of the less restrictive change that was adopted, CTS and 
ITS reference and category of change.  

Additionally, in electing to implement the specifications of STS, the licensee also proposed a 
number of less restrictive changes to the CTS which do not apply to the above Categories of 
changes, deletions and relaxations of CTS requirements. These changes are discussed below.  
The associated discussion of change identifier (e.g., L2) is provided for these unique less 
restrictive changes.  

Section 1.0 - Less Restrictive 

L2 The definition of Channel Calibration was revised to allow resistance thermal detectors 
(RTDs) and thermocouples to be excluded from the channela an in place qualitative 
assessment of sensor behavior to be used for these devices. CTS 1.5.4 defines 
Instrument Channel Calibration to encompass the entire channel and does not exclude 
resistance temperature devices (RTDs) and thermocouples. For channels with RTDs 
and/or thermocouples, the ITS definition of Channel Calibration allows performing "...an 
in place qualitative assessment of sensor behavior..." for these devices. This change is 
a less restrictive requirement for unit operations and is consistent with the STS. A 
qualitative assessment of sensor behavior is acceptable for RTDs and thermocouples 
since the operation of these devices is governed by well understood and predictable 
physical relationships between the temperature of the sensed medium and the output of 
the RTD or t .m AdlditinalyRTa rmcopl outpu ts are not 
adjustble. These deVices are reliable and not subject to drift in tue same manner as 1 
other sensors r s a 
resu a qua l a ive assessment of sensor behavior is sufficient to determine its 
Operability and is, therefore, acceptable.  

Section 2.0 - Less Restrictive
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L2 The reporting period for a SL Violation is extended from 10 days to 30 days with the 
removal of the CTS requirements and the application of the requirements to notify the 

licensees to submit an LER as required bo 50.73 . e elimination of the 10 day repb 
indredp ace ment w e ineabe roteaport required by 10 CFR 50.73 is aeptable since 

the additional time allowed by 10 CFR 50.36 has no affect on plant safety. Thisehange 

liits T 3.52..d2. was eevied tFo a~low either the verificatio ofhtdow magi 
oeur e aining opfally otrolRos ina the gropsen totane within aloalegop erae alimts 
estine Fieitheofts eF cinses peifiedin the Iproieacetable leU~nsa eveldo 

say for aens i nopRabeput ripale cnrlrd hschnei.etb 

Section 3.1 - Less Restrictive 

L8 In the event a trippable control rod is declared inoperable, CTS 3.5.2.2.d.2.a requires 
the shutdown margin to be verified, and either reactor thermal power reduced and the 
nuclear overpower trip setpoints reduced or the remaining rods in the affected group be 
positioned such that thesinoee rod is maintained within allowable group average 
limits. CTS 3.5.2.2.d.2.a was revised to allow either the verification of shutdown margin 
or the aligning of all Control Rods in the group to within allowable group average limits.  
Since either of these actions as specified in the ITS provides an acceptable level of 

safety for an inoperable but trippable control rod, this change i cceptable.  

Section 3.2 - Less Restrictive 

L2 CTS 3.5.2.4.g requires the QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT) to be monitored on a 
minimum frequency of once every 2 hours. This was changed to a frequency of 7 days, 
and, when QPT has been restored to less than or equal to the steady state limit, once 
perhourfor 12 con ective hours, or until verified acceptable at t 95% Rated Thermal 

ower. Since oQPT chakng doe not occur over a short period of time, monitoring 
hcu e er 2 hours is an excessive requirement. The 7 day frequency is acceptable 

since e ' 7P mechanisms, such a xenon redistribution and burnup gradients cause 
slow development of a QPT. However, the more frequent monitoring as requird 
o owing res oration ofthe QPo within steady state limits etermines -whether t e 

'period of any oscillation due to xenon redistribution would cause the QPT to exceed the =steady state limit again.,fteQTt ihnsed tt iispeie 
withhe-erretiv-aetesherefore, this change is acceptable.  

Section 3.3 - Less Restrictive 

L1 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note (a) allows the minimum of three OPERABLE channels to be 
maintained during channel testing, calibration, or maintenance by placing one of the 
four available channels in bypass and one of the four available channels in the tripped 

~condition leaving an effective one out of two trip logic. In contrast the ITS address 
actions to be taken for 1 and 2 inoperable channels that does not restrict the 

cause under which a channel may become inoperable, be it testing, calibration,
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maintenance, or any other activity. The ctions provide an acceptable level of 
safety for the specified condition without the need to restrict the manner in which the 
facility arrives at that condition. The is consistent with the STS requirements and is 
acceptable.  

L2 CTS 3.5.1.1 requires the RPS functions of Table 3.5.1-1 to be operable hen the 
reactor is in a startup mode or in a critical statee nt to ITS MODES 1 and 2 
The Applicability statement for the Main Turbine Trip (Hydraulic Fluid Pressure) was 
changed to MODE 1 with Thermal Power > 30% Rated Thermal Power. The 
Applicability statement for the Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Hydraulic Oil Pressure) 
was changed to MODE 1 and MODE 2 with Thermal Power > 2% Rated Thermal 
Power. In the ITS, the applicability of RPS requirements are stated on the basis o 
individual functions based on when those functions must be capable o feormind their 
safety actions, consistent with assumptions of the safety analysis. For this reason, 
these changes are acceptable.  

L8 CTS Table 4.1-1 Item 4 requires a calibration of the power range instruments against 
the incore instruments be performed monthly. This calibration is also required to be 
performed after each startup if not performed within the previous week. The 
requirement to perform the calibration after each startup was deleted. The ITS provides 
separate surveillance requirements for differen ng!he power range 
instrument- -rS SR 3.3.1.2 requires comparison and adjustm-en~t as necessary 

ekieicibationt of the power range channels deetF en ef~non a 24q 
hour frequenc y. Since deviations between the incore and excore detectorir the axial 
power imbalance generally occurs slowly, and the 31 day calibration requency is 

w S is acceptabI 

L13 CTS 3.5.1.1 requires the source range and wide range instruments to be operable in a 
startup mode or in a critical state. CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note b provides a relaxation of 
action requirements when "2 of 4 power range instrument channels are greater than 
10% rated power." These requirements were changed by eliminating the operability 
requirements for the source range and wide range instrument channels above MODE 2 
(>5% rated ower). The power ran e channels rovide the ssumed reactor protecion 
unction during t ese con itions whih ia essumcd by the sefety analysis. This change 

ce table since the source and Wide intermedieate range channels do not erform a 
required safety function under the revised conditions under which they are not required 
to be operable.  

L18 CTS 3.5.7's Applicability for the Main Steam Line Break and Feedwater Isolation 
Circuits is when mainetrta stea pk-bApp gbility 

was~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ main eIIGE n , n -E:1k..fhmi se --

feedwater control valves (MFCVs)'an d startup feedwater contro valves SFCVsar 
closed. The safety function for these c 'ircuits is performed when the s eified 
valv re closed. Therefore, there is no further need for it to be operable and t is 
change is acceptable.
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L20 A Note was added to exclude the neutron detectors from the requirement to perform 
Channel Calibrations. Neutron detectors respond based on their physical 
characteristics and do not satisfy specific calibration requirements in themselves. The 
power range channels that utilize the output of the detectors are calibrated to produce a 
measurement sign a s epresentative of reactor power, consistent with the STS 
requirements. Therefore this change is acceptable and reflects past practice.  

L21 CTS Table 3.5.6-1 Action 3 for the Reactor Vessel Head Level and the Reactor Vessel 
Level allows, if repairs are feasible, 7 days for restoration of a single inoperable 
instrument channel when one or both instrument channels are inoperable. Operation 
may continue with one inoperable channel, provided a report is submitted within the 
next 30 days outlining the cause of the inoperability and the plans and schedule for 
restoring the channel to operable status. When both are inoperable, if at least one 
instrument channel is not restored, the unit is then required to be in hot shutdown within 
12 hours. These actions were changed to allow 30 days for restoration of a single 
channel, and allow 7 days for restoration of one of two inoperable instrument channels.  
Additionally, the requirement to shutdown the unit was replaced with a requirement to 
submit a S ecial Report. The vessel level instruments are not Regulatory Guide (RG) 

.9 e instrumentation, i.e., parameters which the reactor erators 
need ort e manual initiation of safety actions. These parameters ar Be 
instrumentation, i.e., they are used to for monitoring adequate core coo Ing, an are 
backed up by other instrumentation for this same purpose, namely, the subcooling 
monitors and core exit temperature measurements. The less restrictive requirements, 
which are consistent with the NUREG requirements, are appropriate and, therefore, 
acceptable.  

L22, L23, and L24 CTS Table 3.5.6-1 Actions 1, 2, and 4 include requirements for 
(1) Containment Pressure - High Range Function; (2) Containment Water Level, 
Containment High-Range Radiation, Containment Hydrogen, and the Core Exit 
Thermocouple Functions; and (3) Subcooling Monitor Function that are similar to those noted 
for L21 above with respect to restoring inoperable Post Accident Monitoring instrumentation 
to operable status and includes the same shutdown requirements that apply when that 
instrume C s ot restored within 30 days ahsis maro priate in (Su ofa.shu 

quirement since alternative actions are identified before loss of functional capability and 
given -the likelihood of unit conditions that would require information provided by this 
instrumentation.,Ti yeGtg ~ sdfndb 

1.7,8M i 10tFeie uonfG eeien fitgaieh utn Modhes 5 aned toveiy the ittu it) 

0 setof rradiated fuel surveillanc reqire s aThe changes 
are en wit te RUKEG for all thC ~-d9actions to be taken when any of this 
instrumentation is inoperable and, therefore for this and the other reasons noted, they are 
acceptable. (n 

L33 The CTS SR 3.7.5.1 requirement to perform a manual Keowee start (SR 3.7.1.11) 
~during operation above cold shutdown was not retained. The manual start function is 

on hmnirh ud& boes, 5 and n uning movemen 
f rrdatd ul s eie nd hence the surveillance requirem ent are o



umg operation above cold shutdown. eet.eiaan ht 

42-moenth-itre Ierefore, this change is acceptable.  

Section 3.4 - Less Restrictive 

LI For measured leakage > 1.0 g.p.m. and 5.0 g.p.m., CTS 3.1.6.10.a.2 and 3.1.6.10.a.3 
require that the increase in the measured rate of PIV leakage since the previous test 
does not reduce the margin between the previous leakage and the 5.0 g.p.m. limit by 
; 50 percent. This requirement was not retained in the ITS. The provisions removed 
were intended to retain a margin of safety based upon changes from past leakage rate 
measurements. Since past performance has not been shown to be a reliable means for 
predicting future performance, based on a long history of leakage determinations, the 
additional limitations of the CTS over those established by the STS is not warranted.  
Overall, leakage rates must be within acceptable limits, without regard to changes 
based on past performance. Therefore, this change is acceptable.  

L2 CTS 3.1.6.8 permits the reactor coolant system (RCS) leak detection system sensitive 
to radiation to be inoperable for 48 hours. This was changed to permit the containment 
atmosphere radiation monitor to be inoperable for 30 days. This change was based 
upon recognition that at least one other form of leakage detection is available. This is 
consistent with the STS and is based on the fact that a loss of RCS leak detection does 
not exist that would warrant more restrictiv ctions. Therefore, this change is 
acceptable.  

L8 A Note was added which states that the E determination is not required to be performed 
until 31 days after operating for a minimum of 2 effective full power days (EFPD) and 20 
days of MODE 1 since the reactor was last subcritical for 2 48 hours. These provisions 
are consistent with the STS and ensures that radioactive materials are at equilibrium so 
that the analysis is representative and not skewed by a crud burst or similar event.  
Therefore, this change is acceptable.  

L15 Note 2 to CTS Table 4.1-3, Item 1.c requires E determination to be started when gross 
gamma activity indicates > 10ptCi/ml and be determined for each 10puCi/ml increase 
thereafter. This requirement was deleted. An E determination is required to be 
performed every 184 days consistent with the STS and under the conditions noted 
under L8 above. Therefore, this change is acceptable.  

Section 3.5 - Less Restrictive 

LI & When a Core Flood Tank (CFT) is inoperable, CTS 3.0 applies. It requires the unit 
L2 to be placed in at least Hot Shutdown in 12 hours and Cold Shutdown within the 

following 24 hours. An action was added to permit the unit to continue to operate for a 
limited period of time (i.e., 72 hours), in the event one CFT became inoperable due to its
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boron concentration not being within limits, (LI). An action was added to permit the unit 
to continue to operate for a limited period of time (i.e., one hour), in the event one CFT 
became inoperable due to a reason other than its boron concentration not being within 
limits, (L2). The provision of allowable outage time for the CFTs is consistent with the 
STS and recognizes the low probability of an accident occurring during the interval of 
the outage times allowed as well as the low probability of an accident of a severity that 
would require the safety action of the CFTs. Therefore, these changes are acceptable.  

L4 In the event the Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) is inoperable concurrent with the 
Concentrated Boric Acid Storage Tank (CBAST) being unavailable, CTS 3.0 applies.  
CTS 3.0 requires the unit to be placed in Hot Shutdown in 12 hours and in Cold 
Shutdown within the following 24 hours. Actions were added to provide additional time 
to restore the BWST to an OPERABLE status regardless of the status of the CBAST.  
The allowable outage time is 8 hours if the BWST is inoperable due to boron 
concentration or temperature, and 1 hour for any other reason, both of which are 
consistent with the STS. Since the CBAST is s-path-er-the-sefe 
function, it does not satisfy the c r ria for inclusion as a TS re uire he allowab 
outage time for the BWS s onsistent with the STS, di a- ppropriat-bae 

. Section 3.6 - Less Restrictive 

L CTS 3.3.6 provides corrective actions when the combined leakage rate exceeds 0.5 La 
.12549 eight percent/day). These corrective actions were replaced with corrective 

aions that address a combined leakage rate in excess of 1.0 La eight 
percent/day). The change is consistent with the STS. It is not customary for TS to 
establish limits and then to specify corrective actions that include a unit shutdown when 
a fraction of those limits are exceeded. In view of the short time allowed for corrective 
action, 1 hour, there is a very small overall change in the time allowed to achieve 
conditions under which the LCO no longer applies. Therefore, this change is 
acceptable.  

L3 CTS 3.6.3.a.2 requires an inoperable hatch to be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 
days or the reactor be in Cold Shutdown within the next 36 hours. This action was 
changed to allow one door of the hatch to be inoperable indefinitely provided the 
remaining OPERABLE door is closed and locked. Additionally, an action was added to 
require periodic verification that the OPERABLE air lock (hatch) door is locked closed 
when the other door is inoperable. The change is consistent with the STS and is 
appropriate on the basis that the safety function of the containment barrier is maintained 
by one locked closed door. Therefore, this change is acceptable.  

L4 In the event the Reactor Building pressure is not within the limits of CTS 3.6.4, ITS 3.0 
applies. It requires the unit to be shutdown. An action was added to allow one hour to 

.. restore the Reactor Ruiildinp prep e to ihirim Dirto Meli09g.aR..Atdo.w.. he 
1 hour Completion Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of ITS 3.6.1, which requires 
that containment be restored within 1 hour and provides a limited time to correct minor
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ro~blems and avoid unnecessary shutdowns. This change is consistent with the STS.  
The refore, this change is acceptable. I h vn h eeO uligfesf 9nt 

Section 3.7 - Less Restrictive 

L8 CTS 4.5.4.1.a requires that each train of the PRVS be run for 15 minutes at the system 
design flow + 10 percent on a monthly Frequency. ITS SR 3.7.10.1 requires operating 
each PRVS train > 15 minutes every 31 days. The elimination of the requirement that 
the fans operate within 10 percent of design flow during this SR is a less restrictive 
change. The purpose of the 31 day fan operation is to demonstrate the function of the 
system, which is accomplished by the 15 minutes of operation. ITS 3.7.10.3 verifies the 
flow capability of the PRVS trains meets requirements, although at the reduced 
Frequency of every 18 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Taken together, the 
two ITS SRs, 3.7.10.1 and 3.7.10.3 adequately demonstrate both the function and the 
flow capability of the system on a sufficiently frequent basis that there is confidence that 
the system will function when called upon, and with a sufficient capacity. Therefore, this 
change is acceptable.  

Section 3.8 - Less Restrictive 

L1 CTS 3.7.9 Required Action A.2 anfd B.2 require verifyingo the associated AC vital 
panelboard is energized once per 24 hours when a vital inverter is inoperable. These 

7requjrements are not 'retained in the ITS. This is consistent with the NUREG., The ITS 
SR 3.8.8.1 frequency for verifying correct breaker alignment and voltage to the vital 
panelboa'rds is every seven days. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the 
redundant capability of the AC, DC, and AC vital electrical power distribution systems, 
and other indications available in the control room that alert the operator to system 
malfunctions. if power is not available from the Vital Invefters to the a 120 VAC Vital 
InStrFmontatien peanlbonds, T 3.8.8, "Power DiStrbl.tiOn Operating," 
panlbesard to be rosterod to operable status within 24 hour~s. RoStfration Of the Vita 
InverteF tO operable status is addrossed in a separalte speifleation, T6 3.8.6. Ujnder 
CTS6 3.7.9J, the eorrootive potions for an ineporalbie invefter and its associtd 
panolboard inoludod reStoratiOn of pewer to a panelboard via the 120 VAC rogulatod 
peweF panelboard, KRA, and vorifleation that the panelb)Oard is energized onee por -24 
hours thorcafter, with rostoration of the inverter to operable status within :7 days. With 
the soparaltion of invorter and panolboard roguirmonts in the ITS, a panolbeard is 
roStOrod to operablo status when issupplied powor Via the rogulated powor panolboar 
when its inverter powcr sorei npeeble, and is no Iongor in a oondition in whioh the 
oorrootive potions apply. Henog, the CTS roquirmont for veri'fying that the panolbeard 

is .nrgze has beon romoeved. The oondition of a de onorcgizod panelboard whioh i 
the I .poo ditrbution SOUroo for numoroGus instrumnentation systomns does not go un 
noticoed due to the abundaneo Of alarms and off Mnrmal eonditions eaeted by a loss ot 

',pewer-- For these reasons, this change is acceptable.
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L2 The electrical power system requirements for distribution systems address both AC and 
DC power distribution at various voltage levels. CTS 3.7.2 requires a unit shutdown 
when two or more distribution systems are inoperable. Undez().8.8, the shutdown 
requirements are imposed only when a loss of two or more distribution systems result in 
the loss of a safety function. Under the current TS provisions, shutdowns could be 
required due to inoperable distribution systems that only result in a loss of redundancy 
and not a loss of a safety function, which is contrary to the intent and regulatory 
requirements for limiting conditions for operation. Therefore, this change is acceptable.  

L3 When an emergency power source is inoperable, th ctions in the STS 
include a surveillance test to verify the operability of the remaining emergency power 
source within 24 hours. Further, this requirement is waived if it is determined that the 
cause of the inoperable emergency power source is not due to a common cause failure.  
In contrast, the Oconee requirements for the Keowee hydro units i ITS .8.1 is to 
perform the surveillance to determine operability with 1 hour, if not pe ormed in the 
preceding 12 hours, and once per 12 hours thereafter unless both standby buses are 
energized by a Lee combustion turbine, that provides an alternate source of emergency 
power. Since the major safety benefit for this surveillance is to confirm the absence of 
common cause failures of the emergency power sources, upon discovery that one KHU 
is inoperable, there is a minimal impact on safety if it is not repeated at 12 hour intervals 
thereafter. In contrast, testing of redundant systems other than emergency power 
sources has long since been discarded as a STS requirement, and they have been 
removed from plant TS via subsequent license amendments. Therefore, this change is 
acceptable.  

Section 3.9 - Less Restrictive 

L2 CTS 3.8.7 requires that both isolation valves in lines containing automatic containment 
isolation valves be OPERABLE, or at least one shall be closed. This requirement was 
relaxed to require each penetration providing direct access from the Reactor Building 
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere be: 1) closed by a manual valve or automatic 
isolation valve, blind flange, or equivalent; or 2) be capable of being closed by an 
OPERABLE Reactor Building Purge supply and exhaust isolation system. CTS 3.8.7 
also requires containment closure capability of components in fluid systems that are 
ordinarily incapable of releasing radioactive material from the Reactor Building 
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere. This requirement was relaxed to only apply to 
those penetrations providing direct access from the Reactor Building atmosphere to the 

mitigation, and are therefore acceptable.  

L4 CTS 3.8.9 precluded movement of fuel into the reactor core or other operations which 
may increase the reactivity of the core when fuel loading and refueling requirements are 
not met. This requirement was changed in the conversion to ITS such that operations 
involving reductions in RCS boron concentration are separately restricted such that 
positive reactivity additions other than loading irradiated fuel assemblies in the core is
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permitted. These changes apply to the requirements for decay heat removal for which 
the safety function is core cooling to protect the fuel cladding as a fission product 
barrier. The restrictions on loading irradiated fuel assemblies is appropriate as they 
constitute a source of decay heat. However, reactivity considerations are not directly 
applicable to the safety function of decay heat removal, therefore, the changes that 
remove restrictions related to reactivity changes are appropriate for this application and 
are acceptable.  

L5 The "**" footnote to CTS Table 4.1-3 requires sampling of the RCS boron concentration 
whenever fuel is in the reactor. The requirement to monitor boron concentration in 
MODE 6 was retained. However, the requirement to sample RCS boron concentration 
when not in Mode 6 was eliminated. During Modes other than MODE 6, shutdown 
margin requirements exist that include consideration of boron concentration that are 
adequate to assure safety without the need for a separate requirement to sample the 
RCS boron concentration. This change is consistent with the STS and is acceptable.  

Section 3.10 - Less Restrictive 

LI CTS 4.20.3.a.1.c requires verifying that the Safe Shutdown Facility Diesel Generator 
starts and runs from standby conditions. A Note was added to allow the DG start from 
standby conditions to be preceded by a prelube period and followed by a warmup period 
prior to loading. The provisions for prelube and warmup are standard provisions related 
to diesel generators used as an emergency electrical power source as contained in the 
STS. These provisions provide a balance between the desire to demonstrate the 
operability of the specified equipment under normal standby conditions and the need to 
not subject the equipment to conditions that would be detrimental to their overall 
reliability. Therefore, these changes provide a proper balance of such considerations 
and are acceptable because they result in an overall increase in the reliability and 
availability of the diesel generators which are tested.  

Section 5.0 - Less Restrictive 

L3 CTS 6.1.1.4 requires the Operations Superintendent to hold, or have held, an SRO 
license, and the Shift Operations Manager hold an SRO license. These requirements 
were changed to require either the Operations Superintendent or the Shift Operations 
Manager to hold an SRO license. The STS requirements for manager qualifications are 
that either the Operations Manager or Assistant Operations Manager hold a SRO 
license. The provisions for the corresponding functions within the Oconee organization 
are held by the Operations Superintendent and Shift Operations Manager, either of 
which must hold a SRO license under the change requirements. Since the Commission 
has not established more restrictive SRO license requirements for senior management 
positions, this change is acceptable.  

For the reasons presented above, these less restrictive requirements are acceptable because 
they will not affect the se peration of the plant. The TS requirements that remain are 
consistent with curren NRC icensing practices, operating experience, and plant accident and
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transient analyses, and provide reasonable assurance that public health and safety will be 
protected.  

D. Relocated Less Restrictive Requirements 

When requirements have been shown to give little or no safety benefit, their removal from the 
TS may be appropriate. In most cases, relaxations previously granted to individual plants on a 
plant-specific basis were the result of (1) generic NRC actions, (2) new staff positions that have 
evolved from technological advancements and operating experience, or (3) resolution of the 
Owners Groups comments on STS. The NRC staff reviewed generic relaxations contained in 
STS and found them acceptable because they are consistent with current licensing practices 
and the Commission's regulations. The Oconee design was also reviewed to determine if the 
specific design basis and licensing basis are consistent with the technical basis for the model 
requirements in STS, and thus provide a basis for use of ITS for Oconee. A significant number 
of changes to the CTS involved the removal of specific requirements and detailed information 
from individual specifications evaluated to be Types 1 through 4 that follow: 

Type 1 Details of System Design and System Description Including Design Limits 

Type 2 Descriptions of Systems Operation 

Type 3 Procedural Details for TS Requiremen s and Related Reporting 
Requirements 

Type 4 Performance Requirements for Indication-only Instrumentation and Alarms 

The following discussions address why each of the four types of information or specific 
requirements are not required to be included in ITS .  

Details of System Design and System Description Including Design Limits (Type 1) 

The design of the facility is required to be described in the UFSAR by 10 CFR 50.34. In 
addition, the quality assurance (QA) requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 require that 
plant design be documented in controlled procedures and drawings, and maintained in 
accordance with an NRC-approved QA plan. In 10 CFR 50.59 controls are specified for 
changing the facility as described in the UFSAR, and in 10 CFR 50.54(a) criteria are specified 
for changing the QA plan. In ITS, the Bases also contain descriptions of system design.d- J 
5.5.150 specifies controls for changing the Bases. Removing details of system design from the 
CTS is acceptable I ilb dqutl otoled in the UFSARA 

opical Re otCORISPrgaorhe TS 
ses, as appropriate.  

Descriptions of Systems Operation (Type 2) 

ans for thefagormalen.~ an mrgnya aiona.gipasgrM ece * T +ie p an forh the _ for co' in with eni 
th-fiiyr reqired to be described in the UFSAR by 10 CFR 50.34. ITS 5.4.1.a requires 
written procedures to be established, implemented, and maintained fo appcble
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rocedures including procedures recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 
, ppendix A, February 1978. Controls specified in 10 CFR 50.59 apply to changes in 

procedures as described in the UFSAR. In ITS, the Bases also contain descriptions of system 
operation. It is acceptable to remove details of system operation from the TS because this type 
of information will be adequately controlled in the UFSAR, plant operating procedures, and the 
TS Bases, as appropriate.  

Procedural Details for Meeting TS Requirements & Related ReportinciRequirements Proems 
(Type 3) 

Details for performing action and surveillance requirements are more appropriately specified in 
the plant procedures required by ITS 5.4.1, the UFSAR, and ITS Bases. For example, control 
of the plant conditions appropriate to perform a surveillance test is an issue for procedures and 
scheduling and has previously been determined to be unnecessary as a TS restriction. As 
indicated in Generic Letter 91-04, allowing this procedural control is consistent with the vast 
majority of other SRs that do not dictate plant conditions for surveillances. Prescriptive 
procedural information in an action requirement is unlikely to contain all procedural 
considerations necessary for the plant operators to complete the actions required, and referral 
to plant procedures is therefore required in any event. Other changes to procedural details 
include those associated with limits retained in the ITS. For example, the ITS requirement may 
refer to programmatic requirements such as Core Operating Limits Report (COLR), included in S ITS Section 5.5, which specifies the scope of the limits contained in the COLR and mandates 
NRC approval of the analytical methodology.  

The removal of these kinds of procedural details from the CTS is acceptable because they will 
be adequately controlled in the UFSAR, plant procedures, Bases and COLR, as appropriate.  
This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more 
appropriate change control process. Similarly, removal of reporting requirements from LCOs is 
appropriate because ITS 5.6, 10 CFR 50.36 and 10 CFR 50.73 adequately cover the reports 
deemed to be necessary.  

Performance Requirements for Indication-Only Instrumentation and Alarms (Type 4) 

Indication-only instrumentation, test equipment, and alarms are usually not required to be 
operable to support TS operability of a system or component unless these items are included i 

_osccident Monitoring instrumentation. Thus, with the exception of th os cident 
Monitoring instrumentation, STS do not include operability requirements for indication-only 
equipment. The availability of such indication instruments, monitoring instruments, and alarms, 
and necessary comp oyactivities if thel are not available, are more appropriately 
specified in plan p ...- -'elp rocedures required by 
ITS 5.4.1. Remova o requirements for indication-only ins ru ation and alarms from the 
CTS is acceptable because they will be adequately controlled in plant procedures.  

he relocated details table (Table lists CTS requirements and detailed information 
removed from individual specifications that are relocated to licensee-controlled documents in 
ITS. Table is organized by ITS section and includes: the section designation followed by 
the discussion of change identifier, e.g., 2.0 LA1 (ITS Section 2.0, DOC LAI); CTS reference;
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a summary description of the change; the name of the document that retains the CTS 
requirements; the method for controlling future changes to relocated requirements; a 
characterization of the change; and a reference to the specific change type, as discussed 
above, for not including the information or specific requirements in ITS.  

The NRC staff has concluded that these types of detailed information and specific requirements 
are not necessary to ensure the effectiveness of ITS to adequately protect the health and safety 
of the public. Accordingly, these requirements may be moved to one of the following licensee
controlled documents for which changes are ade uatel I a g zr TC 
requirement: (1) TS Bases controlled by S 5.5.1 "Technical Specifications Bases Control 
Program;" (2) UFSAR Chapter 16, "Select Licensee Commitments," controlled by 10 CFR 
50.59; (3) the Core Operating Limits Report (COLR) controlled by (4) 
Pre-Stressed Concrete Containment Tendon Surveillance Program controlled by ITS 5.5.  
"Pre-Stressed Concrete Pre-Stressed Concrete Tendon Surveillance Program Tendo 
Surveillance Program ;" (5) Inservice Testing Program controlled by 10 CFR 50.55apd95 
and (6) the QA plans as approved by the NRC (Duke Topical Report, Duke-1-A, "Quality 
Assurance Program") and ontrolled by 10 CFR 50.54 and Part 50, Appendix B. For each of 
these changes, Tabl iso lists the licensee-controlled documents and the TS or 
regulatory requirements gov nin changes to those documents.  

To the extent that requirements and information have been relocated to licensee-controlled 
. documents, such information and requirements are not required to obviate the possibility of an 

abnormal situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and safety.  
Further, where such information and requirements are contained in LCOs and associated 
requirements in the CTS, the NRC staff has concluded that they do not fall within any of the 
four criteria in 10 CFR 50.36 (discussed in Part II of this safety evaluation). Accordingly, 
existing detailed information and specific requirements, such as generally described above, 
may be deleted from the CTS.  

E. Relocated Specifications 

(e 10 CFR 50.36 states that LCOs and associated requirements that 
do not satisfy or fall within any of the four specified criteria may be relocated from existing TS 
(an NRC-controlled document) to appropriate licensee-controlled documents. These 
requirements include the LCOs, Action Statements (ACTIONS), and associated SRs. In its 
application, the licensee proposed relocating such specifications to the Chapter 16, "Selected 
Licensee Commitments" of the UFSAR. The staff as eviewed the licensee's submittals and 
finds that relocation of these requirements to the FSA (Chapter 16) is acceptable, in that 
changes to these documents Xilb gcLately controlled bv 10 CFR 5 

The licensee, in electing to implement the secifications of STS, also proposed, in accordance 
with the criteria in FR 50.36 ' o entirely remove certain TS from 
the CTS and place them in licensee-controlled documents noted in Table R. Table R lists all 
specifications and specific CTS details that are relocated, based on (( F 03 

So licensee-controlled documents in ITS. Table R provides: a CTS reference;
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a summary descri tion of the requirement; the name of the document that retains the CTS 
requirementl andJ Jntheod for controlling tuture changes to relocated requireme-nts

AR~~~~~~ p hmreesine Me he NRC stat evaluatlon oTeach relocated g 
spe iTication and specific CTS detail presented in Table R is provided below.  

3.5.2.2.b.6/4.7.2 Control Rod Operation 

The control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) power supply system design allows the capability to 
program any rod into any group with the exception of Group 8 using features provided in the 
control rod drive patch panels. This feature provides flexibility in establishing the value of rod 
worth between rod groups. The control rod program verification (CTS 4.7.2) requires a test to 
verify that each CRDM is selected and its movement verified to assure that the proper CRDM 
responds to a command for a change in its position. The program also requires an independent 
verification of power or instrumentation cables when they are disconnected and reconnected at 
the bulkhead or atop the reactor. If the provisions of the verification program are not met, a 
control rod is inoperable (CTS 3.5.2.2.b.6). These provisions are prudent post maintenance 
testing checks which assure that the control rods are capable of performing their intended 
controlf fnt ollowing operations that could im ct there normal control fun t is 

TheRD any poes mauire procedure to ass ure that adeqlatechecks ad lte 
perfoe prior izedby to returning equipment to servicegate ateate n intedsuso 
ofhese anels aoe the patch RRpas p d hehese provisions have been relocated to the 

doesU:S~a no=acfcll eyo hse fetes, ced aesno iiaecodtoscotayt 

d ions d h sfecte alise commitments. Since the relocated 
requirements do not satisfy the criteria of 10 CFR 50.36 for inclusion as TS requirements, the 
staff finds that the relocation of these requirements is acceptable.  

3.5.2.7 CRDM Patch Panel Access 

The CRDM patch panels are required by CTS 3.5.2.7 to be locked at all times with limited 
access to be authorized by the manager or his designate mernts aued in the discussion 
of these panels above, the patch panels provide the means to alter the programing of control 
rods. While it is prudent to maintain access control to the CRIDM patch panels, the design basis 
does not sp ecifically rely on these features, locked panels, to mitigate conditions contrary to 

ita c tions umed fhe safety analysis. These access controls are being relocated to 
being rtedhapter 16 tA U since they do not satisfy the criteri CFR .3 for inclusion as 
TS requirements, the relocation of these provisions is acceptable.  

3.5.4 Table 4.1-1, Item 34 Incore Instrumentation 

The incore instrumentation consists of neutron detectors ithin the reactor core that provides 
measurements of the reactor core flux distribution. ese measurements are used to verify 
that the axial power distribution and the quadran tilt are with their specified limits. Functional 
and operational requirements for the Incore ns rumentation are addressed b CTS 3.'5.14 are 
being relocated to Chapter 16 of th INFSA since they do not satisfy th ritgOor inclusion 
as TS requirements. This does not alter the TS axial power distribution or quadrant tilt limits 
specified in the ITS which must be met and inherently requires the availability of the Incore 
Instrumentation to provide the data to verify that those limits are monitored and met at the 
specified frequency. Therefore, the relocation of these provisions is acceptable.
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CTS 3.3.3, CFT Instrunientationar able 4.1-1 Instrument Surveillance Requirements.  

CTS 3.33 requires one level instrument and one pressure instrument channel per CFT to be 
OPERABLE with corresponding surveillance requirements in Table 4.1-1 (items 25a, Core 
Flod Tank Pressure and 25b, Core Flood Tank Level). Items 22, Pressurizer Temperature 

25EI~ ~ ~ AR 'e:al ~sue 5, Ge, F-e A/,kLe Letdown Strage Tank Level; 
31a, Boric Acid Mix Tank Level; 31b, Bonrc Acia Mix Tank Temperature; 32a, Concentrated 
Boric Acid Storage Tank Level; 32b, Concentrated Boric Acid Storage Tank Temperature; 33, 
Containment Temperature; 35, Emergency Plant Radiation Instruments; 36, Environmental 
Monitors; 38, Reactor Building Emergency Sump Level; 40, Turbine Overspeed Trip; 50, PORV 
and Safety Valve Position Indicators 

CTS Table 4.1-1 contains the frequency and type of surveillance required for Reactor 
Protection System and Engineered Safety Feature Protection instruments. Surveillance 
requirements must be met during operational modes or under other conditions specified for 
LCOs. Failure to perform a Surveillance Requirement within the allowed surveillance interval 
constitutes noncompliance with the operability requirements for an LCO. Comparing CTS 
Table 4.1-1 with the LCOs in ITS section 3.3 identifiedt1Items tat do not have a 
corres o uirements o not satisf t eie ttrl 

iteria of 10 CFR 50.36 for inclusion in the IT j 
Aditionadl reqluirements for 2 item's (CFT tenipe-ratire an~d pressure) and correspondihg , 

surveillances are relocated since they do rnot meet 50.36 criteria.h satt has reviewedH the 
licensee's submittal and finds that relocation of these requirements to Chapter 16 of the UFSAR 
is acceptable, in that changes to these requirements will be adequately controlled by 10 CFR 
50.59.  

CTS 3.1.2.5 Steam Generator Pressure/Temperature Limitations 

CTS 3.1.2.5 requires that the secondary side of the steam generator shall not be pressurized 
above 237 psig if the temperature of the vessel shell is below 110 0F. The limitations on steam, 
generator pressure and temperature provide protection against non-ductile failure of the 
secondary side (shell) of the steam generator. These limits are calculated using the ASME 
Code for Class A com onents and are considered to be conservative. These requirements o 
not satisf the ' Griera o 1 CR 
0.36 friuion in the ITS. The sta as reviee e icensee s su 'mi a an in stat 

re ocation of these requirements to Chapter 16 of the UFSAR is acceptable, in that changes to 
these requirements will be adequately controlled by 10 CFR 50.59.  

CTS 3.1.2.6 Pressurizer Heatup and Cooldown Limits and Spray Valve Differential Temperature 
Limit 

CTS 3.1.2.6 requires that the pressurizer heatup and cooldown rates shall not exceed 100 
degrees F per hour. In addition, the pressurizer spray is not to be used if the temperature 
difference between the pressurizer and the spray fluid is greater than 410 degrees F. The . heatup and cooldown rates and differential temperature limitation are placed on the pressurizer 
to prevent non-ductile failure and ensure compatibility of operation with the fatigue analysis.  
The limits meet the requirements given in ASME Section III, Appendix G. These limitations are
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0 consistent with structural analysis results and are considered to be conservative. These 
re uirements do not satisfy t tt 

riteria o 1 r~ficusion in the ISThe staff has revieweaneIcses 
s tta and finds that relocation of these requirements to Chapter 16 of the UFSAR is 
acceptable, in that changes to these requirements will be adequately controlled by 10 CFR 
50.59.  

CTS 3.1.6.9 RCS Returnable Leakage Limits 

CTS 3.1.6.9 specifies that the loss of reactor coolant through reactor coolant pump seals and 
system valves to connecting systems which vent to the gas vent header and from which coolant 
can be returned to the reactor coolant system (returnable reactor coolant system leakage) shall 
not be considered as reactor coolant system leakage. However, losses of this type, when 
added to leakage, shall not exceed 30 gpm. The upper limit of 30 gpm is based on the 
contingency of a complete loss of station power. A 30 gpm loss of water in conjunction with a 
complete loss of station power and subsequent cooldown of the reactor coolant system by the 
turbine bypass system (set at 1,040 psia) and steam driven emergency feedwater pump would 
require more than 60 minutes to empty the pressurizer from the combined effect of system 
leakage and contraction. This will be ample time to restore electrical power to the station and 

.ITS. The staff has reviewed the licensee's submittal and finds that relocation of these 
requirements to Chapter 16 of the UFSAR is acceptable, in that changes to these requirements 
will be adequately controlled by 10 CFR 50.59.  

CTS 3.2 High Pressure and Chemical Addition Systems and Table 4.1-3, Item 6, Sampling 
Requirements for the Concentrated Boric Acid Tank 

CTS 3.2 contains requirements associated with the High Pressure Injection (HPI) pumps and 
the Chemical Addition Systems. Table 4.1-3, Item 6, contains the periodic sampling 
requirements of the Concentrated Boric Acid Storage Tank (CBAST). These components 
ensure negative reactivity control is available for normal operation (normal makeup and 
chemical shim reactivity control). Under certain circumstances, emergency boration may be 
necessary. The primary method for emergency boration is HPI using borated water from the 
Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST). HPI with boron addition from the CBAST is an 
alternative method for emergency boration of the RCS in the event of stuck control rods 
following a reactor trip. The requirements for the HPI capability with regard to the BWST are 
contained in CTS specification 3.3. The reactivity control capability provided by the combination 
of HPI and CBAST is not assumed to mitigate any design basis accident or transient since the 
source of borated water that is assumed in the safety analysis is the BWST. These 
realiemns do not satisfy NR tttmn f -&me' pefete een 
Gcriteria of 10 CFR 50.36 fon sion in the ITS. The staff has reviewe eicensee s 
su mi a at relocation of these requirements to Chapter 16 of the UFSAR is 
acceptable, in that changes to these requirements will be adequately controlled by 10 CFR O 50.59.  
CTS 3.4.6 Independence of Emergency Feedwater Controls and Integrated Control System
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CTS 3.4.6 requires that the controls of the emergency feedwater (EFW) system shall be 
independent of the Integrated Control System (ICS). The independence of the EFW controls 
from ICS is a requirement of the plant design and is not within the control of the plant operators.  
These requirements do not satisfy tbd~fR PeiySaeete ehia pefetmo) Z 
(Gere enin..g,, Gcriteria of 1QCFR 50.forAhclusion in thfe ITS. The staff has reviewed the 
licensee's submittal and finds that relocation of these requirements to Chapter 16 of the UFSAR 
is acceptable, in that changes to these requirements will be adequately controlled by 10 CFR 
50.59.  

CTS Table 4.1-2, Item 9 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System Functional 

CTS Table 4.1-2, Item 9, lists a surveillance requirement for which there is no corresponding 
LCO in CTS section 3. The spent fuel pool cooling system provides decay heat removal for the 
spent fuel stored in the spent fuel pool. Other system functions are to maintain spent fuel pool 
water inventory, water clarity, and water chemistry within acceptable levels. These 
requi~rements do not satisfy the-RWF9Y 

(Gcriteria of 10 CF2R 50.36 fofnclusion in the ITS. The staff has reviewed the licen-s-e-ers 
submitta and finds that relocation of these requirements to Chapter 16 of the UFSAR is 
acceptable, in that changes to these requirements will be adequately controlled by 10 CFR 
50.59.  

CTS Table 4.1-2, Item 8 High Pressure Service Water Pumps and Power Supplies 

CTS Table 4.1-2, Item 8, contains a surveillance requirement for which there is no 
corresponding LCO in CTS section 3. The High Pressure Service Water (HPSW) Pumps are 
used primarily for fire protection throughout the Oconee station. In the event of a loss of the 
normal Low Pressure Service Water (LPSW) supply, the HPSW system automatically supplies 
cooling water to the HPI pump motor coolers. For loss of AC power, HPSW via the elevated 
water storage tank automatically supplies cooling water to the turbine driven emergency 
feedwater pump and its associated oil cooler, and maintains condenser circulating water (CCW) 
pump bearing cooling water and cooling water for the CCW pump motors. This surveillance 
requirement does not satisf th ..-.. 11..-_9 Gp5F..0 

riFteria of 10 CFR 50.38 fo , c fus'io~n in the ITS.The staff has reviewed the licensee's 
submittal and inds at relocation of this surveillance requirement to Chapter 16 of the UFSAR 
is acceptable, in that changes to the requirement will be adequately controlled by 10 CFR 
50.59.  

CTS 3.12 Reactor Building Polar Crane and Auxiliary Hoist 

CTS 3.12 contains the requirements for the Reactor Building Polar Crane and Auxiliary Hoist.  
The specification applies to the use of the reactor building polar crane over the steam generator 
compartments and the fuel transfer canal and the auxiliary hoist over the fuel transfer canal.  
These restrictions preclude the dropping of materials or equipment into the reactor vessel and 
possibly damaging the fuel to the extent that an escape of fission products would result.  

The fuel transfer canal is delineated by readily visible markers at an elevation above which the 
reactor building polar crane does not normally handle loads. Restriction in the use of the
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reactor building polar crane over the steam generator compartments is administratively 
controlled to preclude damage to the steam generators and the RCS system.  

Th~e ' ts do not satisfy the thA 
SGcriteri of 10cusion in the ITS. The staff has 'reviewved th'e 

licensee s su mi aan inds that relocation of these requirements to Chapter 16 of the UFSAR 
is acceptable, in that changes to these requirements will be adequately controlled by 10 CFR 
50.59.  

CTS 4.16 Radioactive Material Sources 

CTS 4.16 imposes a Surveillance Requirement which implies an LCO exists. However, there is 
no corresponding LCO for the Radioactive Material Sources in CTS section 3. The CTS 
specification requires leakage testing for sealed sources containing radioactive material in non
gaseous form, other than tritium with a half life greater than 30 days. This specification ensures 
that leakage from byproduct, source and special nuclear material seal sources do not exceed 
allowable limits. Sealed sources are exempt when the source contains < 100 micro Curies of 
beta and/or gamma emitting material or < 10 micro Curies of alpha emitting material. The 

requirement does not satisf the 
iat 

c~riteria of, 10 FR 5.36 foicus~ion in th I8 e stat ha revewed the licensee's 
submittal and finds that relocation of this requirement to Chapter 16 of the UFSAR is . acceptable, in that changes to this requirement will be adequately controlled by 10 CFR 50.59.  

3.8.1 Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation 

Radiation monitoring instrumentation used during fuel loading and refueling is address by CTS 
3.8.1 which specifies that specific installed and portable instrumentation shall be used to 
monitor specific areas to protect individuals involved in refueling operations Operability of 0 

(ese monitors is not assumed IMiT-Iiff-ifiT-sl, nor due they serve any accident 
mitigation purposes. eef Fcieret Oth eteinepesnlfente 

he details of these requirements are being relocated to 
Chapter 16 of th U1FSA Since these requirements to not satisfy the criteria for inclusion as 
TS requirements, the relocation of the requirements is acceptable.  

3.8.5 Communications 

CTS 3.8.5 stipulates that direct communications between the control room and the refueling 
personnel in the reactor building shall exist whenever changes in core mpty ar tkingo 
place. These requirements are being relocated to Chapter 16 of theUFRA . nce this 
communication is not relied upon in the safety analysis for the mitigation any accident nor the 
maintenance of conditions assumed in the safety analysis, it does not satisfy the criteria for 
including in TS. Therefore, the relocation of this requirement is acceptable.  

3.8.8 Fuel Assembly Handling
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Restrictions on handling irradiated fuel assemblies are stated in CTS 3.8.8 which establishes a 
minimum of 10 feet separation of assembles in the fuel transfer canal. Also, if fuel assemblies 
are being handled with the Auxiliary Hoist, no other fuel element may be in the fuel transfe 
canal. These requirements are being relocated to Chapter 16 of th FSA e esign of the 
fuel handling capabilities for the transfer canal precludes fuel elements being within 10 feet of 
each other. Hence, the restrictions on operations are for considerations that would be an 
abnormal use of the equipment for handling irradiated fuel assemblies. Since these provisions 
do not satisfy the criteria for inclusion in TS, the relocation of these provisions is acceptable.  

3.8.14 Handling Heavy Loads Over Spend Fuel Pool 

The restriction in CTS 3.8.14 on transporting suspended loads of more than 3000 lb over spent 
fuel in either spend fuel pool were established to address limits on construction activities 
associated with replacing fuel storage racks in 1979. This construction activity was completed 
and a temporary crane which was used to transport new storage racks has been removed. The 
load limit established is greater than a fuel assembly and control rod and would not restrict the 
transport of those items in this area. The 100 ton crane used for cask handling operates only 
over one end of the spend fuel pool. The crane bridge and trolley hard stops prevent travel 
over any area where spend fuel is stored in the fuel racks. The restriction on heavy loads is 
being relocated to Chapter 16 of the UFSAR and is not necessary to preclude operations 
assumed in the accident analysis. Therefore, it does not satisfy the criteria for inclusion in TS . and its relocation is acceptable.  

Summary 

The relocated CTS discussed above are not required to be in the TS under the 10 CFR 50.36 
criteria. The relocated CTS are not needed to obviate the possibility that an abnormal situation 
or event will give rise to an immediate threat to the public health and safety. In addition, the 
NRC staff finds that sufficient regulatory controls exist under the regulations cited above to 
maintain the effect of the provisions in these relocated specifications. The NRC staff has 
concluded that appropriate controls have been established for all of the current specifications, 
information, and requirements that are being moved to licensee-controlled documents. This is 
the subject of a license condition established herecifi ed in the licesee, sumttl 

F. Cotrol f-s deig-S-ths peific ationsReurmns, adIfratinRvd furomet thl e eTS ele 

S~mlrenain The faclit andl prceursdcibet the Us F~SM and incoprtgedi the 8U3FARb 

reference can onlyabe evd. e C staff has concluded that, in accordance wit 0 CF 
50.36 FteFiRa AW-4sufficient regulatory controls exist under the regulations, 
particularly 10 CFR 50.59, to adequately ensure that the relocation of, CTS as discussed above 
will not adversely impact safe operations at Oconee. Accordingly, these specifications, 
information, and requirements, as described in detail in this Safety Evaluation, may be 
relocated from CTS and placed in the UFSAR as specified in the licensee's submittal.  

F. Control of Specifications, Requirements, and Information Removed from the CTS 

The facility and procedures described in the UFSAR and incorporated into the UFSAR by 
reference can only be revised in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, which
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ensures records are maintained and establishes appropriate control over requirements 
removed from CTS and over future changes to the requirements. Other licensee-controlled 
documents contain provisions for making changes consistent with other applicable regulatory 
requirements: for example, the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) can be changed in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.59, the emergency plan implementing procedures (EPIPs) can be 
changed in accordance with 10 CFR 50.54(q); and the administrative instructions that 
implement the Quality Assurance Program (QAP) can be changed in accordance with 
10 CFR 50.54(a) and 10 CFR Part 50 A j:endix B.  

:: E .. _Y Ise documentation of these 'changes wiffl-infin~ ythe 
licensee in accordance with the record retention requirements specified in the licensee's QAP 
for Oconee and such applicable regulations as 10 CFR 50.59.  

he licensee committed in the license amendment request of October 28, 1997, to place 
specific thast CTS requirements dsgae Opeerntin the UFSAR Chaipter 16 

This is the subject tf siceabecndi 

wit th deelemen ofITS. The liconsec will maeintain the doeumoentation of these ehanges i 

accordanco with the rocord FtniReqieetsin the 

G. Evaluation of Beyond Scope Items 

. 1. Description: 

A p pos d ehange to the not fr ITS Sureillanee Roeuire iemnt (R) 3.1.4.3 would 
pplid the additional flexibility fOr testing Thntre prpd drOP tines with ratO n lent 

flow ecendtions oth thean full flow, but with at lcast one inr Modlant pu p (RcgP) 
r This wuld onsuor that thr testing is bunding by restriting peraitict i 

the unit to th RP combination used duing control rod drop testing and reprosents 

This beyond scope item is acceptable since a roduetion in RCS flew improcsro do 

-2 Description: 

Certain NUREG and CTS Sections 3.1.3.5, 3.5.2.4.a, 3.5.2.5.b, 3.5.2.5.c, and 3.5.2.6, 
~ specify that they are applicable "except during Mode 1 physics testing." The exception 

would not be included in the ITS and, therefore, the Mode 1 requirement would be 
applicable during the tests. The proposed change is more conservative since no 
exceptions would be allowed for physics tests conducted in Mode 1. These changes 
are more restrictive.  

* Evaluation:
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This beyond scope item is acceptable because Oconee currently does not take these 
exceptions in Mode 1 and because it is more conservative not to allow exceptions 
during Mode 1 testing.  

. Descripton: 3 

CT tab 3. 15.1-1 preetly requires thfat e prtorb plae thpan th ihtt sh uw 

(ISqialen of Mde3ithin 12 hourshen G) te, inium channest Oprable 

restitien fiO oP aveage erpedatce to be greater thae or equal ti 5200F when 
peh ing physis tests in Mode 2. ITS ct 3.1.8 would permit suspending th 

quiron wots uf ITS ade 3.4.2, "ReS Minimumr Tteuniate fOr eitinality," during 
physios tists initiated in Mode 2. Ass2oiatrd AFtins and an SIR would bl addod t 
prOvide an eppOireat rquiod Sti n whn eutside the imit and to veify hopation 
within tho Iit ode3) i n1hually. Thes e changhs ar ne reStmrietiv.e 

Evaluation: 

Although NUREC 1430 allows an exeeptien to the mninimnum teomperaturo for eritieality 
during Mode 2 physics tests without ineluding a roStrietien en lewest RGS loop average 
thipsonstet ith the cehang pcemitS lep vage thaperatu2s to bp lcdueed 

*slightly while still prGoiding an appropriate roStriction on the mninimfumn limfit for criticality.  

*O a n t i i tshtdow n (M oep 3) crl-r- IVO-and the b y nd s o e f em i, therbeo d e, c ep etee 

a d d r t iten s n it n w ht e ap i ab af y a al is h e ta le .fe 

Description: 

e CTS Table 3.5. 1-1 presently requires that the operator place the plant in hot shutdown 
(ITS equivalent of Mode 3) within 12 hours when the minimum channels Operable 
requirement is not met. The proposed change to the ITS would provide an equivalent 
requirement and add a requirement to open all control rod drive (CRD) trip breakers 3 
within 12 hoursliS 3. Action C., I 16 3-.4 Action B, ITS 3.3.3 Action B, andi 
3.3.4 Action D would..be added to require that the unit be in Mode 3 in 12 hours with all 
CRD trip breakers open.ITS 3.3.3 Action B and ITS 3.3.4 Action D also reguird ef that 
power be removed from all CR trip breakers when the required action and associated 
completion time is not met in Mode 1, 2, or 3. For ITS 3.3.3, Action B would also apply 
when two or more reactor trip modules are inoperable in Mode 1, 2, or 3. The CTS 
presently requires entry into TS 3.0, which requires that the reactor be in hot shutdown 
(equivalent to ITS Mode 3) in 12 hours. These changes are more restrictive.  

Evaluation: 

This is consistent with the current Oconee licensing basis that permits 12 hours to place 
a unit in hot shutdown (Mode 3) and the beyond scope item is, therefore, acceptable.  

SDescription:
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Note c would be added to ITS Table 3.3.8-1, Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation, 
and referenced to Item No. 8, Containment Isolation Valve Position, to specify that 
position indication requirements apply only to the Containment Isolation Valves that are 
electrically controlled.  

Evaluation: 

The existing design (FSAR Section 7.5.2.20) states that all electrically controlled 
containment isolation valves are provided with control switches on the main control 
boards. Actual valve position is provided by Quality Assurance (QA) Condition 1 limit 
switches on the valves that operate both Closed-Not Closed and Open-Not Open 
indicating lights. These valves and their control switch indicating lights are powered by 
safety grade emergency buses. Additional indication is provided on the computer.  
Environmental qualification of the limit switches is described in the in the Oconee IEB
79-01 B submittal. The instrumentation is seismically qualified in accordance with the 
Oconee UFSAR Section 3.10 and the Oconee Seismic Design Criteria (OSDC-0193.01
00-00001). The staff considers this acceptable since it meets the guidance of 
Regulatory Guide 1.97 for qualification of post accident monitoring instrumentation.  
Therefore, the staff concludes that the design of the Post Accident Monitoring 
Instrumentation for position indication of electrically controlled containment isolation 
valves meets the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.97 and the beyond scope item is, 
therefore, acceptable.  

Description: 

The applicability would be expanded to require wide range instruments o C 
Table 3.5.1-1 to be operable in Mode 2, plus Modes 3, 4, and 5, with any CRD trip 
breaker in the closed position and the CRD system capable of rod withdrawal. In 

I addition,Cp CTS Note would detnel the upper limit of the applicable Modes for the 
required wide range instrument channels as being 10 percent indicated neutron power.  
These changes are more restrictive.  

Evaluation: 

The addition of Modes 3, 4, and 5 maintains consistency with the Oconee TS that define 
the upper limit of the applicable modes for the required wide range instrument channel 
as being 10 percent indicated neutron power. Without the addition of these modes, a 
wide range channel would be required at all times in Mode 1, which is inconsistent with 
the RPS design requirement to provide indication of neutron power during low power 
levels (Mode 2). Since the power range instruments provide the required power level 
indication in Mode 1, the beyond scope item is acceptable.  

Description: 

Required Action B.2.2 of ITS 3.3.11, 12 and 13, would be added to provide the option of 
closing the main feedwater control valves (MFCVs) and startup feedwater control valves 
(SFCVs) in lieu of reducing main steam header pressure to less than 700 psig [pounds
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per square inch gauge]. Applicability would be changed to Modes 1 and 2, plus Mode 3 
when the main steam header pressure is greater than 700 psig except when all MFCVs 
and SFCVs are closed. These changes are less restrictive.  

Evaluation: 

The exception is consistent with comparable STS Table 3.3.11-1, Note, and it is 
acceptable since the MFCVs and SFCVs are already performing their safety function 
when they are closed during events while emergency feedwater is required. Required 
Action B.2.2 of ITS 3.3.11, 12 and 13 is added to provide the option of closing the 
MFCVs and SFCVs in lieu of reducing main steam header pressure to less than 700 
psig. This option is consistent with the applicability and the beyond scope item is 
acceptable.  

Description: 

The applicability of ITS 3.3.14 would be expanded to include Mode 4 when the steam 
generator is relied upon for heat removal, which then would be consistent with the 
applicability of ITS LCO 3.7.5 for the emergency feedwater (EFW syste 39 

fseparaktely The NUREG specification combines the EFW system initiatin; min 

steamline isolation, and main ffeedwater isolation functions into onesecfato.h 

spec, s, ac ons, an s wou d be modified to reflect conee-specific 
terminology and design requirements. Where appro riate ITS-re uired actions would 
be based on similar NUREG-required actio - -- n 

f em en v0 ed b eeecha I 250F t :!4 equiring the EFW pump 
nitiation circuitr to be OPERABLE in MOMt 4whn relled upon for decay heat 
-rmoval is a more restrictive requirement with no comparable NUREG requirement 

Evaluation: 

This proposed ITS is more restrictive than CTS and is consistent with STS 3. 6r the 
requirement of EFW system. This beyond scope item is acceptable.  

9. Description: 

ITS 3.3.15 Action A.1 would be added to allow 1 hour to declare the turbine stop valves 
(TSVs) inoperable prior to requiring that the unit shut down when one or more TSV 
closure channels is ino erable g .  

iSltinintrume n sprtely. The NUREG specification combines the EFW 
system initiation, main steamline isolation, and main feedwater isolation functions into 
one specification. The specification titles, LCOs, actions, and SRs would be modified to 
reflect Oconee-specific terminology and design requirements. Where appropriate, ITS
required actions would be based on similar NUREG-required actions. Action A added to
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require declaring the TSVs inoperable when one or more TSV closure channels is in drbe winch is ral he n 
inoperable, which although not directly comparable to NUREG required actions, is.  
comparable to similar NURE 

Evaluation: 

This Required Action is consistent with STS 3.3.7, Required Action A.2 and is more 
restrictive than CTS relative to the required shutdown time. This beyond scope item is 
acceptable.  

Description: 

CTS 3.8.10 and 4.4.4.5 frequency would be changed from "...immediately prior to 
refueling operation" to "Once each refueling outage prior to CORE ALTERATIONS or 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment" in ITS SR 3.3.16.2 for 
testing frequency of the radiation monitor associated with the purge system valve 
isolation and ITS SR 3.9.3.2 for testing isolation function of the reactor building purge 
supply and exhaust valves. These changes are less restrictive.  

Evaluation: 

The licensee indicated that the proposed change permitting the specified testing to be 
conducted once each refueling outage prior to core alterations or movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies inside the containment in lieu of immediately prior to refueling 
operations represents a reasonable relaxation of the CTS surveillance frequency. This 
continues to ensure that this function is verified within a reasonable interval prior to 
'flanailnq Irradiatedten tuel assembiles handtnwithin containment. This is more 
restrictive than the NUREG testing frequency of 92 days. It is also consistent with ITS 
SR 3.9.3.2, which verifies that the reactor building purge supply and exhaust valves 
actuates to the correct position on an actual or simulated actuation signal once each 
refueling outage prior to beginning core alterations or movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies within containment. This is appropriate since the safety function of the 
radiation monitor is toi fhe purge valves.  

Based on our review of this information, the staff finds the proposed change acceptable 
since it continues to ensure that the testing of radiation monitor valve associated with 
the purge system is verified each refueling outage prior to irradiated fuel assembly 
handling and is consistent with for testing of the purge supply and 
exhaust valves. The proposed chang ot involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety.  

CTS 3.8.10 requires testing the isolation function of the reactor building purge supply 
and exhaust valves immediately prior to refueling operations. CTS 4.4.4.5 requires 
verifying purge isolation valves close per CTS 3.8.10. ITS 3.9.3.2 requires this testing 
be performed once each refueling outage prior to core alterations or movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies inside containment.
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The licensee indicated that the frequency of 18 months for NUREG SR 3.9.3.2 is 
modified to partially retain the current licensing bases (CLB). The NUREG frequency of 
18 months is considered to be inappropriate for Oconee since the purge valves remain 

(closed isolated or extended periods of time during unit operation. ITS SR 3.9.3.2 
requires verification that each reactor building purge supply and exhaust valve actuates 
to the correct position on an actual or simulated actuation signal once each refueling 
outage prior to core alterations or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies inside 
containment. The proposed change represents a reasonable relaxation of the current 
requirement of " immediately prior to..." surveillance frequency and remains within the 
NUREG specified frequency of 18 months.  

Based on above review, the staff finds the proposed change acceptable since it 
continues to ensure that this function is verified each refueling outage prior to core 
alterations or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment and represents 
a reasonable relaxation of the current requirement of immediately prior to beginning 
refueling operations. The proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety.  

@4. Aeciption 

I TS 3.7.6 .d3..7.7 both ruirpera ble voltago sensing rely to bre stefed 

This change allows lpertien to rantinue indefinitely whn the yhannel is plbed in trip 
and continues to allow 72 hours to reStore ang inoperalble channel that cannot be pieco 
n trip. These fhanges e less restrirtive.  

evaluated and detowithincd tl be a2huptable in the safety evluatin pbpilid for t 
Amecndment Nos. 232, 232, and 231 for . nee Units 1, 2, and 3 2spntivly. Th 
amendments wero issued on September 3, 1998. ITS 3.3.22 eomnplics vwith the 

~)escription: 

SITS LCO 3.4.1, Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) Limits, are specified in 
the core operating limits report rather than in the LCO and SRs since they are subject to 
change with fuel cycle designs. The ITS LCO 3.4.1 actions would require restoring 
DNBR parameters to within limits within 2 hours or exiting the applicability for the 
specification within 12 additional hours. ITS SR 3.4.1.1, SR 3.4.1.2, and SR 3.4.1.3 
would require verification that each DNBR parameter is within the limit at a 12-hour 
frequency. ITS SR 3.4.1.4 would require verification by measurement that total RCS 
flow is within limit at an 18-month frequency. Specification 3.4.1 would ensure that 
limits on RCS pressure, temperature, and flow rate are met to ensure that the core
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operates within the limits assumed for the plant safety analyses. These changes are 
more restrictive.  

Evaluation: 

staf-Hwerl he proposed ITS 3.4.1 is more restrictive than the CTS since there is 
no current requirements comparable to STS 3.4.1. Therefore, the proposed ITS 3.4.1 
beyond scope item is acceptable.  

Olt4 Description: 

4 The NUREG allowed time to complete the surveillance requirement after addition to 
core flood tank (CFT) of 6 hours would be changed to 12 hours. ITS SR 3.5.1.4 would 
require CFT boron concentration be sampled every 31 days or once within 12 hours 
after each solution volume increase greater than or equal to 80 gallons that is not the 
result of addition from a borated water source that meets CFT boron concentration 
requirements. Since the CTS does not specify the time limit following addition, the 
proposed ITS change is a more restrictive limit.  

Evaluation: 

The need for this extra time from 6 hours to 12 hours is that Oconee design does not 
provide a method of mixing after CFT makeup and relies on convection mixing. The 
proposed ITS is more restrictive than the CTS, which does not include this sampling 
requirement. Therefore, the proposed ITS beyond scope item is acceptable.  

Description: 

CTS Table 4.1-3 requires that CFT boron concentration be sampled monthly and after 
each makeup. ITS Surveillance Requirement 3.5.1.4 requires it be sampled every 31 
days and once within 12 hours after each solution increas 8 galons tat is not the 
result of addition from a borated water source that meets C boron concentration 
requirements. Therefore, the ITS frequency is less restrictive than current requirements 
because sampling will be required once within 12 hours following the volume increase 
and source requirement. Also, the source of makeup would be changed from the 
"borated water storage tank" to "a source that meets CFT boron concentration 
requirements." 

Evaluation: 

The normal source of makeup water is the boric acid mixing pump, not the borated 
water storage tank. The source of inventory makeup is sampled to demonstrate that it 
contains an acceptable boron concentration prior to its discharge to the CFTs. The 
requirement to sample other makeup water sources will continue in accordance with the
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intent of the ITS. Thus, Surveillance Requirement 3.5.1.4 is modified to reflect specific 
system characteristics and the proposed ITS beyond scope item is acceptable.  

Description: 

ITS 3.5.3 LCO Note 3 would be added to explicitly require that the low pressure injection 
(LPI) discharge header crossover valves be operable and capable of being opened 
manually when in Modes 1, 2, and 3. ITS 3.5.3 Action B would require that the LPI 
discharge header crossover valves be restored to operable status within 72 hours of 
being discovered incapable of being manually opened when in Modes 1, 2, and 3.  

ineperable in Modes 1, 2, and 3 eoneurront with diseever; that the L=PI diseharg eheede 
Thes 

changes are more restrictive.  

Evaluation: 

The current technical specifications (CTS) at Oconee does not include an explicit 
requirement for manual operability of the LPI discharge header crossover valves. The 
proposed ITS 3.5.3 requires the manual operability of the LPI discharge crossover 
valves during Modes 1, 2 and 3. Also, it requires that the LPI discharge header 
crossover valves to be restored to operable status within 72 hours of being discovered 
manually inoperable in Modes 1, 2 and 3. This proposed addition to TS will support the 
current safety analysis assumption in the event of a core flood line break concurrent with 
a single failure of the unaffected LPI train. The LPI discharge header crossover valves 
must be capable of being manually opened for necessary accident mitigation. We find 
this proposed addition to Oconee TS acceptable.  

Description: 

ITS 3.5.3 would require the LPI system to be operable in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4.  
LCO Note 1 would be added to specify that only one LPI train is required to be operable 
in Mode 4. LCO Note 2 would be added to allow an LPI train to be considered operable 
during alignment, when aligned, or when operating if capable of being manually 
realigned to the LPI mode of operation. Action, D E would be added to require action be 
initiated immediately to restore the required LPI train to operable status and to require 
the reactor to be placed in Mode 5 within 24 hours when the required LPI train cannot 
be restored to OPERABLE status (provided a decay heat removal loop is available).  
These changes are more restrictive.  

Evaluation:10 

i-etensin he ensstet wth tat -m ts UF~nt -&.A note is added 
in the proposed ITS for not entering Mode 5 when a DHR loop is not operable. lhiis 

~action is appropriate since in this condition the unit is not prepared to continue cooldown 
using the LPI pumps and LPI heat exchangers. The proposed ITS 3.5.3 in the areas of 
LPI system are acceptable.
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144-7 Description: 

3SR 3.9.4.1 would require verification every 12 hours that one decay heat removal loop 
is in operation. These changes are more restrictive.  

Evaluation: 

The proposed beyond scope item is acceptable since adequate decay heat removal 
can be monitored by the operator and adjustments made based on the trending 
indications available in the control room. In addition, the proposed ITS provision is 
more restrictive than the CTS, which does not contain comparable requirements.  

Description: 

The proposed change would specify actions to be taken for Borated Water Storage 
Tank (BWST) level, boron concentration, or temperature not being within specifications.  
Proposed ITS 3.5.4 Required Action C.1 would allow 12 hours to reach Mode 3 (i.e., an 
additional 6 hours over what is currently allowed by CTS 3.2.2) under such conditions.  
These changes are less restrictive.  

Evaluation: 

The BWOG STS address the borated water storage tank (BWST) differently than the 
Oconee CTS. The Oconee CTS address the condition where the BWST is inoperable 
and the concentrated boric acid storage tank (CBAST) is operable. The BWOG STS 
3.5.4 address two conditions, 1) when the BWST is inoperable for temperature or boron 
concentration reasons and 2) when the BWST is inoperable for reasons other than 
temperature or boron concentration. The latter condition allows only one hour to 
prepare to shutdown or correct the problem and requires shutdown in six hours 
because of the importance of the BWST in mitigating a number of design basis 
transients. The BWOG STS 3.0.3 also applies the same length of time, one hour to 
prepare for shutdown or correct the problem and six hours to shut the plant down, 
when an LCO is not met and no other TS action is provided.  

The apparent inconsistency can be traced to the Oconee CTS 3.2 which requires that if 
the BWST is inoperable and the CBAST is operable, the BWST be returned to operable 
status within one hour or the reactor be put in a hot shutdown condition in 6 hours.  
However, CTS LCO 3.0 requires that in the event that a limiting condition for operation 
cannot be satisfied because of circumstances in excess of those addressed in the 
specification the affected unit should be placed in at least a hot shutdown condition 
within the next 12 hours. As a result, CTS 3.2 covers the circumstance where BWST is 
inoperable and the CBAST is operable and a six hour shutdown specification applies.  
However, the licensee points out that if both the BWST and the CBAST are inoperable 
the shutdown time is longer because CTS 3.2 no longer applies. In this case, CTS 3.0 
would apply and shutdown within 12 hours would be required. This conditionwe
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the CTS requires a faster shutdown if more equipment is available is no<pR 

(Vi'To address the conflict, the licensee has proposed the same shutdown time limit to the 
BWST (12 hours) as is required by the more general TS 3.0.3 condition. As a result, 
with this amendment the licensee is permitted an additional six hours, compared with 
the CTS, when the BWST is inoperable and the CBAST is operable. The other 
conditions associated with this issue are fundamentally the same as the CTS or the 
BWOG STS.  

The time allowed to shut the unit down is intended to allow the plant to conduct a 
controlled and orderly shutdown that will not challenge plant equipment, particularly 
when the available plant equipment is reduced (i.e., in a TS 3.0.3 or a TS 3.5.4 
condition). The BWOG STS reiterate this in the basis section by stating that: 

The time limits specified to reach lower MODES of operation permit the shutdown to 
proceed in a controlled and orderly manner that is well within the specified maximum 
cooldown rate and within the capabilities of the unit, assuming that only the minimum 
required equipment is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal stresses on components of 
the Reactor Coolant System and the potential for a plant upset that could challenge 
safety systems under conditions to which this Specification applies. The use and 
interpretation of specified times to complete the actions of LCO 3.0.3 are consistent 
with the discussion of Section 1.3, Completion Times.  

Shutting the plant down in a controlled and orderly manner without challenging safety 
systems is more important than shutting the reactor down in a shorter period of time.  
As a result, because the Oconee licensing basis generally requires a 12 hour shutdown 
(including conditions where the other specifications do not apply), it is more appropriate 
to apply the 12 hour shutdown requirement consistently to assure the unit is shutdown 
safety. This, in concept, is consistent the BWOG STS because both STS 3.0.3 and 
STS 3.5.4 BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK require the same shutdown time.  
Although both BWOG STS allow a shorter time to shutdown, they are consistent.  

In summary, the main objective when there are problems with the BWST is to shut the 
plant down safely and not challenging safety systems which the proposed ITS require.  
As a result of its review, he staff has determined that the ITS and the associated TS 
changes acceptable because it is important to maintain consistency among the 
shutdown TSs and assure that the plant is shutdown safely without challenging safety 
systems.  

j Description: 

Added a Specification for Main Fee6der Bus Monitor Panel Instrumentation per previous 
commm tment. Added a reporting requirement secified in 3.3.23 Required Action D.1 

Evaluation:
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ITS Specification 3.3.23, "Mi6in Feeder Bus Monitdting Pbnel'(MFBMP)-l" i§:addL-d td 
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It depth for any scenario which results in loss of power to the main feeder buses. ITS y 36 te r a a e f at 5.6'.'6 reiportirig requirements ar6-added to address-the: .... ei: w , requir -eme ht added by 
Condition D of ITS 3.3.23. The addition of these requirements are an acceptable, 

Sn nD 3323 he dd ana e abe 
restriction 0 n la nt 0 e ration 
restriction on lant operation.  

Description: 

dAdded SR to perform battery performance discharge testing. Addbd Battery 

Discharge Testing Program. Addition of bba"UeFy pedeffnamee disehaffle test 
suweillenee to ITS Seetoon 3.8.  

EEvaluation: 

c 

ITS SR 3.8.3.6 is added to require Vbrifyiq b-attery capacity is in 'accoird6nde With th6 

T pr 

Battery Discharge Testing Program. This SR is intended to determinelloverall battery 
Bafter 

I 
ITS S 

dreg radation'd ue to age and usage. 'The addition of this requirement is an acceptable 
restriction on plant operation and is consistent with current administrative, procedures.  

The proposed change'is generally consistent with NUREG SR 3.8.4.8. ITS 5.5.20, 
tt 

is 
"Battery Discharge Testing Program," is added. This program is intended to determine 
overall battery degradation due to age and usage. Theaddition of this requirement is 
an acceptable restriction bh plant operation and is consistent with current 
administrative procedures. The proposed change is consistent with NUREG SR 
3.8.4.& = 

is. Description 

Removed allowance to shut down unit under 3.8. 1 ACTION B when a Required Action 
at id associated Cbmpletiori'Time of Condition, A is hot n)'et.  

Evaluation 

This is'slightly less restrictive since it allows an addition5l 1 hour to reach MODE 5." 
However, overall it is considered more restrictive since it requires initiation of a 
shutdown in one hour and the intermediate step to'MODE 4 inn 18 hours. This more 
restrictive requirement is an acceptable restriction on unit operation.  

19. Description 

S c IT c effition of oper 71n ITS Section 3.8.1, the licensee ad&d a note'to the limiting coi -dition'of operation 

m us 
(LCO) for Section 3.8.1. This note indicates that the minimum Keowee Reservoir IeV6I (LC SS r tio 0) fo 775 feet.  must_ :e775
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The addition th is exd icit requireen ts Theres tn CTS a is ere.or 
considered more restrictive. -The addition is an acceptable restriction on plant 

(CTS 3..4b Is: SR 3.5.4.1 

Theprt and is consistent with the Bases.  

H. Evaluation of Beyond Scope Bracketed Items 

1. Description: 

BWST minimum temperature changed from 40aF to 450F. CTS value is 500F. BWST 
maximum temp is changed from 100oF to 1150F. There is no CTS maximum value.  
(CTS: 3.3.4.b, ITS: SR 3.5.4.1) 

Evaluation: 

The proposed analytical value temperature limit is acceptable since it is consistent with 
the current description dSection B 3.5.4 of NUREG 1430, Revision 1.  

2. Description: 

Change ESPS actuation setpoint for HPI from f 1500 psig RCS pressure to 2 1590 psig 
RCS pressure to establish more conservative operating limitation on the plant with 
respect to actuation of ES protective features.  

Evaluation: 

The proposed change raise the HPI actuation setpoint is acceptable since it is more 
conservative and incoroates the appropriate instrument uncertainty values rather than 
just the analytical limit. In addition, it is theae iecurrently reflected in procedures.  

I.
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end ef its life and the bsttAe may be IapabTS of passing a batter; serviec test, but not 

Drin the revew ofsthe TS amedment appition the oloin enmentestn ere 

capaboef passing thi ne senhdule.d serie nest due to apid btter coapaeity dreadatin. Thus, th plant eould b er ating for a peored if time when the beer 
unab t et its desigad n s 

(AS 1 sult, th NR staff dtelind that batter performance diseharo testing is 
.lated to bette Opervbility and shuld be includ d in the . In respnse to this 

mendments Approved During The ITS Review 

c. n Timthe review of the ITS amendment application, the following amendments were 
approved, issued, and implemented. To ensure none were lost in the conversion 
process, the licensee ensured that each had been incorporated, if and as necessary, 
into the ITS amendment.  

a. Steam Generator Alternate Repair Criteria, Amendment Nos. 227, 227, and 224 
(Units 1, 2, and 3 respectively), issued November 21, 1998.  

b. Refueling Outage Surveillance Frequency Change, Amendment Nos. 228, 229, and 
225 (Units 1, 2, and 3 respectively), issued February 26, 1998 

c. One Time Extension of Specified Test and Calibration Surveillances, Amendment 
No. 228 (Unit 2), issued February 23, 1998.  

d. Emergency Condenser Circulating Water System, Amendment Nos. 229, 230, and 
226 (Units 1, 2, and 3 respectively), issued April 24, 1998.  

e. Steam Generator Tube End Anomalies Amendment Nos. 230 and 227 (Units 1 and 
3 respectively), issued July 1, 1998.  

f. Penetration Room Ventilation System Flow Instrumentation Surveillance, 
Amendment Nos. 231, 231, and 228 (Units 1, 2, and 3 respectively), issued August 
7,1998.  

h. One Time Extension of Certain Specified Surveillances Due to Outage Schedule 
Change, Amendment No. 230 (Unit 3), issued August 28, 1998.
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i. One Time Extension of Snubber Surveillance Due to Outage Schedule Change, 
Amendment No. 229 (Unit 3), issued August 26, 1998.  

j. Emergency Electrical System, Amendment Nos. 232, 232, 231 (Units 1, 2, and 3 
respectively), issued September 3, 1998.  

J. Review of Oconee UFSAR Chapter 15 Transient Analysis Methodology (Topical Report 
No. DPC-NE-3005 (TAC Nos. M99349, M99350, AND M99351) 

By letter dated July 30, 1997, the licensee submitted Topical Report DPC-NE-3005-P, 
"UFSAR Chapter 15 Transient Analysis Methodology," for staff review and approval.  
Additional information was supplied by letter dated July 23, 1993. The report described the 
methodology Duke Energy Corporation used to analyze the non-Loss of Coolant Accident 
UFSAR Chapter 15 transients and accidents for the Oconee Nuclear Station Units 1, 2, 
and 3. The objective of the report was to implement a revised non-LOCA transient and 
a t analysis methodoloq adetblish a new licensing basis for Oconee. y lettr 
dated October 28, 1997, DEC indicated that ITS Specifications were dependent upon the 

oval of the "UFSAR Ch TransientAnalyajphhdolo gy,"h/p~r 

By letter dated October 1, 1998, the staff indicated that the staff had reviewed the topical 
report and found it acceptable with some exceptions as explained in the safety evaluation 
enclosed with the letter. These exceptions will be addressed in a revision to the topical 
report that will be submitted at a later date. However, none of these exceptions are related 
to the ITS conversion. The methodology described in the topical report that is related to 
the ITS conversion has been found to be acceptable, as described in the safety evaluation.  

K. Review of Thermal-Hydraulic Transient Analysis Methodology (Topical Report No.  
DPC-NE-3000) (TAC Nos. MA1127, MA1128, AND MA1129) 

By letter dated December 23, 1997, the licensee submitted Revision 2 to Topical Report 
DPC-NE-3000-PA, "Thermal-Hydraulic Transient Analysis Methodology," for NRC staff 
review and approval. The report describes changes to thermal-hydraulic transient analysis 
methodology that are due to: (1) simulation model revision to reflect the new Mk-B1 1 fuel 
assembly design, (2) application of the new critical heat flux correlation B - ith the 
Mk-B11V multi e eve This methodolog 
provi es support for the "UFSAR Chapter 15 Transient Analysis Methodology" discussed 
above. Accordingly, the associated ITS Specifications are dependent upon approval of th'e 
Thermal-Hydraulic Transient Analysis Methodol o gv,."y 

As explained the the safety evaluation contained in the staffs letter dated October 14, 
1998, the staff determined that the revisions incorporating the Mk-B1 1 fuel assembly 
design, BWUZ critical heat flux correlation with the Mk-B11 V multiplier, and RETRAN 
model were acceptable for applications to non-LOCA transient and safety analysis.  

L. Quality Assurance (QA) Program Submittal Review
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By letter dated April 8, 1998, the licensee submitted Amendment 23 to the Duke Energy 
Corporation Topical Report, "Duke-1-A, Quality Assurance Program." The amendment 
contains, among other changes, numerous changes made necessary by conversion of the 
current TS to the ITS. The licensee stated in the submittal the none of the changes involve 
any reduction in commitments currently within the licensee's Quality Assurance Program 
(QAP). Therefore, the review was limited to the appropriateness and completeness of the 
relocated requirements and does not address the adequacy of the QA topical. The 
submittal was revised by letter dated May 25, 1998.  

The staff reviewed the following items that the licensee proposed to relocate to 
Amendment 23 of the QA topical report. The review is based primarily on the guidance of 
Administrative Letter (AL) 95-06, "Relocation of Technical Specification Administrative 
Controls Related to Quality Assurance." For items not specifically addressed by AL 95-06, 
review is based on the guidance provided b 0 CFR 50.36 teG .. 8 

312 garding te cnteria tor lbinclusion.  

* TS 6.3.2 and TS 6.3.3 to QAP Section 1 .84 .13 

* TS 4.5.1.2.2 to QAP Section 17. ' .8 

S* TS 4.7.1.b to QAP Section 17 42.8 

* TS 4.20.3.a.1 to QAP Section 17 2.8 

* TS 6.1.2.1.a, c, d, i, j to QAP Section 17. .14 

* TS 6.1.2.1.b to QAP Section 17 .2 

* TS 6.1.2.1.e to QAP Section 17 .10 

* TS 6.1.2.1.f, g, h to QAP Section 17 .13 

* TS6.1.2.1.kto QAP Section 1 342.15 

* TS 6.1.3.1, TS 6.1.3.2, TS 6.1.3.3, TS 6.1.3.5.a, b to QA Section 1 . .2.1 

* TS 6.1.3.4, TS 6.1.3.5.d to QAP Section 17. . .2.3 

* TS 6.1.3.5.c to QAP Section 1 .4 .15 

* TS 6.2 to QAP Section 17 .13 

* TS 6.4.1.n, o, p, TS 6.4.2, TS 6.4.3 to QAP Section 17. .14
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* TS 6.5 to QAP Section 17 

The staff has determined that the proposed relocation of the TS administrative control 
requirements to the licensee's Quality Assurance Program as it pertains to the ITS program is 
acceptable. Subsequent changes to these requirements will be controlled through the 
established quality assurance program change control process in 10 CFR 50.54(a).  

Principal Contributors: (?) 

Date:
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DUKE COMMENTS ON DRAFT ONS ITS SE 

Safety Evaluation 

1. SER states that significant changes were proposed to the CTS Bases. CTS 
Bases were completely replaced. The statement implies that they were 
converted and should be deleted.  

2. In second paragraph of Part 2.0 the following sentence fragment should 
be deleted: "Statement of Consideration, "Technical Specifications for 
Facility Licenses; Safety Analysis Reports, "33 FR 18610 (December 17, 
1968." This phrase is not tied to any statement.  

3. SE is formatted into 3 parts: 1.0 INTRODUCTION, 2.0 BACKGROUND and III.  
EVALUATION. These should be consistent - suggest change "III" to "3.0." 
Also, next to last paragraph of the introduction (1.0) refers to part 
III of SE. Need to change to "3.0." 

4. Reference to the August 13, 1998 RAI response should be replaced with 
Duke's October 21, 1998 RAI response. The August 13 RAI response was 
related to the 3.7 rewrite TS change (Amendment Nos. 232/232/231) and is 
only pertinent to the ITS conversion as it relates to Duke's commitment 
to include a specification for the main feeder bus monitoring panel and 
an SR for battery discharge performance testing.  

5. Part III.A, last paragraph; indicates that the summary descriptions for 
Bases changes were noted as "Not Applicable" since they do not 
constitute an administrative change in TS requirements. However, Table 
A does not indicate this for Bases changes. Suggest the sentence be 
removed or Table A be revised to reflect this.  

6. Part III.C - Category IV which is entitled "Allowed Outage Time Added," 
would more appropriately be named "ACTION Added" consistent with the 
terminology used in ITS. Also, change all L tables (footers) to reflect 
this change.  

7. Part III.C - Category V, "Relaxation of Required Actions to exit 
Applicability." This category is used only once. Suggest deleting 
category and moving Category VIII to take its place to minimize the 
impact on "L" Tables. 3.4 L16 should be re-categorized as Category IV 
or made unique. Also, change all L tables (footers) to reflect this 
change.  

8. Minor editorial changes.  

9. Use of "limits" and "protective limits" is inappropriate and should be 
replaced with requirements.  

10. Part III.C, Category I discussion, 2nd paragraph, 2nd sentence - The 
statement that the TS "are" satisfied by exiting the applicability 
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should be changed to "may be" satisfied since this statement is not 
always true. For example ITS 3.7.5 does not require exiting the 
Applicability when no EFW capability exists.  

11. Part III.C, Category II discussion, 1st paragraph, 2nd sentence 
Sentence confusing as written, suggest deleting "due to test which also 
increases equipment availability" since it is redundant to first part of 
sentence.  

12. Section 1.0 L2, next to last sentence. Need to clarify or delete next 
to last sentence starting with "Additionally, RTD and thermocouple 
output readings . . . " Not clear what is meant by "in the same manner 
as that of other sensors." Recommend rewording consistent with the DOC.  

13. Section 2.0 L2. A Safety Limit violation report was not a "Reportable 
Occurrence" which is replaced by 10 CFR 50.73. The "Reportable 
Occurrence" referred to in 50.73(g) is referring to the 14 and 30 day 
reports which were in the Tech Specs prior to 10 CFR 50.73. The SL 
violation reports were separate from the 14 and 30 day reports.  
Recommend rewording consistent with DOC.  

14. Section 3.2 L2. The next to last sentence, as written, is confusing and 
not consistent with the DOC. Recommend rewording consistent with DOC.  

15. Section 3.3 L8. In next to last sentence, the description is unclear 
and not consistent with the DOC. Recommend rewording consistent with 
DOC.  

16. Section 3.3 L21, L22, L23 and L24. Reference to Category A and B 
instrumentation should be Type-A and B. The discussion for L22, L23 and 
L24 indicates that the instrumentation is all Category B. This 
instrumentation is Category I Type A, B, and C. The justification based 
on the instrumentation being Category B is not valid. Replace with 
justification provided in the DOCs.  

17. Section 3.3 L33. The manual start function is also required "during 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies." Also, the justification 
related to surveillance being performed for other reasons is not 
relevant and not the basis for the change. The basis for change is that 
accident analyses do no credit manual Keowee start during operation 
above cold shutdown.  

18. Section 3.5 L4. Discussion related to "degraded conditions" is 
incorrect and should be deleted.  

19. Section 3.6 Li - These values must be changed to be consistent with the 
ITS and Bases.  

20. Section 3.6 L4 - The last three sentences of this discussion are the 
same as the first three sentences. Revise to be consistent with DOC and 
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provide bases for Action that allows one hour to restore.  

21. Section 3.8 Li - The discussion provided is not consistent with the DOC.  
Recommend revising to be consistent.  

22. Section 3.9 L2 - The last sentence states that changes are consistent 
with the NRC design requirements for fuel handling accidents that do not 
impose the single failure criterion as applied to other design basis 
accidents. Since this statement is not consistent with the DOC and is 
not needed to justify the change it should be deleted.  

23. Duke did not relocate any TS requirements to controlled design documents 
and drawings. Therefore, mention of these should be replaced with other 
documents where requirements were relocated, i.e., QA Topical Report, 
COLR, and IST Program.  

24. The second sentence of the discussion of Type 2 relocated less 
restrictive requirements should be revised to refer to "applicable 
procedures" in lieu of "plant operating procedures" consistent with ITS 
5.4.1.a wording.  

25. The third sentence of the discussion of Type 3 relocated less 
restrictive requirements should be revised to refer to "plant 
procedures" rather than trying to address each type of procedure.  

26. The third paragraph of the discussion of Type 4 relocated less 
restrictive requirements should be revised to refer to ITS 5.6.5 as the 
change control for the COLR and 10 CFR 50.55a as the change control for 
the IST program.  

27. The last sentence of the first paragraph of III.E, Relocated 
Specifications, should be deleted. The method of implementation of SLC 
requirements is not relevant to the ITS conversion.  

28. The next to last sentence of the second paragraph of III.E, Relocated 
Specifications, indicates that a characterization of the discussion of 
changes is provided in Table R. This is not included in Table R, 
therefore this statement should be deleted.  

29. Relocated requirement CTS Table 4.1-1 discussion needs to be revised to 
include relocation of CTS 3.3.3 requirements related to CTS level and 
pressure instrument channels.  

30. Provides clarification regarding bases for relocation of requirements 
associated with Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation.  

31. Discussion regarding relocation to procedures and associated change 
control does not appear appropriate and should be deleted since ONS did 
not relocate items to procedures. NRC audit plans for relocated items 
does not appear relevant to approval of ITS conversion and should be 
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deleted.  

32. Reference to temporary procedure changes appears to be unrelated to 
conversion.  

33. Provided clarification of commitment regarding relocation of information 
to UFSAR Chapter 16.  

34. Deleted unnecessary information related to details of implementation.  

35. Removed discussion related to proposed change which was withdrawn in 
Supplement 3 at NRC's request.  

36. Removed discussion related to proposed change which was withdrawn in 
Supplement 3 at NRC's request.  

37. Information added to fully describe change.  

38. Need to indicate that the NUREG specification combines the EFW system 
initiation circuitry and main steamline break and main feedwater 
isolation instrumentation separately consistent with what was done for 
the subsequent beyond scope item. Need to indicate that the expanded 
applicability is beyond scope since requiring the EFW pump initiation 
circuitry to be OPERABLE in MODE 4 when relied upon for decay heat 
removal is a more restrictive requirement with no comparable NUREG 
requirement. For the subsequent beyond scope change, need to clarify 
that there is no directly comparable action in the NUREG.  

39. It is not clear where this information originates. Appears to be 
extraneous information unrelated to ITS conversion and should be 
deleted.  

40. Conversion to ITS is identical to NRC approved change described in 
safety evaluation for Amendment Nos. 232, 232 and 231. Since ITS 
involves no change, this discussion is not related to ITS conversion and 
should be deleted. This DOC was removed by Supplement 4.  

41. Deleted background discussion regarding staff practice with respect to 
movement of RCS flow rate to the COLR. This discussion does not apply 
since RCS flow rate is not controlled in the CTS.  

42. Deleted discussion related to ITS 3.5.3 Action D. This Action has been 
removed by Supplement 4.  

43. The statement regarding proposed change being consistent with CTS is not 
accurate and should be deleted. An alternative discussion is provided 
based on the associated DOC.  

O 44. Added description and evaluation information for beyond scope change 
number 16; Specification for Main Feeder Bus Monitor added as 3.3.23.  
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Deleted item Id from Evaluation of other TS changes. The information 
presented here involves CTS 3.7 revision information. It should be 
deleted since it is not related to ITS conversion.  

45. Added description and evaluation information for beyond scope change 
number 17; performance of battery discharge testing. Deleted item 1h 
from Evaluation of other TS changes. The information presented here 
involves CTS 3.7 revision information. It should be deleted since it 
is not related to ITS conversion.  

46. Added description and evaluation information for beyond scope change 
number 18; removal of allowance to shut down unit under 3.8.1 Action 
when Required Action and associated Completion Time not met. This item 
was not included in the draft SER and suggested wording, based on the 
associated DOC, is provided.  

47. Added description and evaluation information for beyond scope change 
number 19, Keowee Lake Level added to LCO 3.8.1. Deleted item la from 
Evaluation of other TS changes. The information presented here involves 
CTS 3.7 revision information. It should be deleted since it is not 
related to ITS conversion.  

48. This is CTS 3.7 revision information. It should be deleted since it is 
not related to ITS conversion.  

49. This is CTS 3.7 revision information. It is not related to ITS 
conversion.  

50. Added discussion which relates NRC approval of "UFSAR Chapter 15 
Transient Analysis Methodology" and "Thermal-Hydraulic Transient 
Analysis Methodology to ITS conversion.  

51. TS 6.1.1.9 requirements related to what organization fulfills the 
Operating Experience Review function were deleted, not relocated.  

52. SE reference to QA Topical Report Section 17.3 needs to be changed to 
Section 17.4 to correlate to the current numbering sequence.  

53. Add amendment information to item g, MSLB Detection and FDW isolation 
Circuitry modification.  

Safety Evaluation Tables 

1. Table R - 3.7 R3 and 3.7 R6 were not used. Need to revise column for 
change control to delete reference to 50.59.  

2. Table LA indicates that the change control method for 3.2 LA1 is 50.59.  
Change to ITS Chapter 5, consistent with Attachment 7 to the ITS 
Submittal cover letter and Supplement 5 to Section 3.2 Discussion of 
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Changes.  

3. Revise Table LA as follows to include 5.0 LA23 and LA24, which were 
added by Supplement 4: 

LA23 Requirements for operating the PRVS fans at design flow rate ± 10% 
every 18 months.  

LA24 Details of the method of ventilation system filter testing.  

Both are change Type 3, relocated to UFSAR Chapter 16 with 50.59 as the 
change control process.  

4. Revise footer in Table LA to indicate that Type 3 changes are 
"Procedural Details for Meeting TS Requirements and Related Reporting 
Requirements" consistent with change recommended for Safety Evaluation.  

5. Revise footer in all Table L's to incorporate changes recommended by 
Comments 6 and 7 to the Safety Evaluation. (i.e., Revise Category III 
to state "ACTION added." Remove existing category V and move category 
VIII to be category V. Revise 3.4 L16 to category IV.) 

6. Revise L36 in Table L for Section 3.3, consistent with Supplement 5 
change, as follows: 

CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Column 0 requires the unit to be in Hot Shutdown 
within 24 hours when one or more TSV Closure Instrumentation channels is 
inoperable and Note (e) to the Table requires the unit be placed in Cold 
Shutdown within the following 72 hours if the minimum conditions are not 
met. These actions were changed; the changes resulted in a relaxation 
of the Required Actions in that a shutdown to MODE 3 and MODE 4 is not 
required when the TSVs are closed and that a shutdown to MODE 5 is no 
longer required.  

Change category to I.  

7. Revise M22 in Table M for Section 3.3, consistent with Supplement 5 
change, as follows: 

CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Column D requires the unit to be in hot shutdown 
(MODE 3) within 24 hours when one or more TSV Closure Instrumentation 
channels is inoperable and Note (e) to the Table requires the unit be 
placed in Cold Shutdown (MODE 5) within the following 72 hours if the 
minimum conditions are not met. This was changed to require the TSVs to 
be declared inoperable. The ITS then requires entry into 3.0.3 when in 
MODE 1 or entry into Specification for TSVs when in MODE 2 or 3. The 
subsequent completion times are more restrictive since the unit must be 
in MODE 2 within 13 hours of an inoperable TSV Closure instrumentation 
channel where CTS required the unit be in hot shutdown (equivalent to 
ITS MODE 3) within 24 hours. ITS 3.7.2 Action C then allows 8 
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additional hours to close an inoperable TSV when in MODE 2 or 3, for a 
total of 21 hours initial discovery of the instrument channel being 
inoperable in MODE 1 (or a total of 9 hours if discovered inoperable in 
MODES 2 or 3). In addition, if the TSVs were not closed, then an 
additional 12 hours (on top of the eight hours) is allowed to place the 
unit in MODE 3 and 18 hours to place the unit in MODE 4. This results 
in allowing a total of 33 hours to be in MODE 3 and 39 hours to be in 
MODE 4 from initial discovery of it being inoperable in MODE 1 (or a 
total of 21 hours (MODE 2 only) to be in MODE 3 and 27 hours to be in 
MODE 4 if discovered inoperable in MODES 2 or 3).  

8. Revise 3.10 A6 in Table A, to be consistent with Supplement 5 change, as 
follows: 

CTS 4.20.1.a requires Inservice Testing (IST) of SSF ASME Code Class 1, 
2, and 3 pumps and valves be performed in accordance with Section XI of 
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code as required by 10 CFR 
50.55a(g)(4). The inservice testing includes requirements to verify 
a) each SSF pump's developed head at a frequency in accordance with the 
IST Program; and 2) each SSF valve is OPERABLE. Explicit Surveillance 
Requirements were added to address these requirements.  

The general requirement for testing of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pumps 
and valves in accordance with Section 11 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure 
Code and applicable addenda as required by 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4) was not 
retained in the ITS. It duplicates applicable regulations.  
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